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Drupa 2012: Making optimum use
of processor power – with Scientific
Automation for the printing industry

Beckhoff will present its PC-based control technology for the printing and

Beckhoff at Automatica

paper industry at Drupa between 3 and 16 May in Düsseldorf, Germany.
PC-based Control offers users an integrated control and drive platform that

At Automatica between 22 and 25 May in Munich, Germany, Beckhoff

covers all aspects from the field level to the IT level, including pre-print,

will present its complete range of solutions for robotics, assembly,

print and post-print.

handling, control, safety and drive applications. The focus is on the
TwinCAT 3 software generation.

TwinCAT 3 with active multi-core support, i.e. optimal distribution of the
application across the available CPU cores, enables the processor power

With TwinCAT 3 C/C++ and Matlab®/Simulink® are available as pro-

to be fully utilised. Doing away with special hardware not only simplifies

gramming languages in addition to IEC 61131-3. This makes integration

the process communication, but also reduces the costs for hardware and

of special robot kinematics quite straightforward. In cases where special

engineering through integration of all functions in a single development

controllers have to be used, they can simply be integrated as Matlab®/

environment. High processor power in conjunction with EtherCAT results

Simulink® models.

in an optimised control and communication architecture, known as XFC
technology (eXtreme Fast Control). In combination with fast EtherCAT I/Os

The TwinCAT Kinematic Transformation software integrates robot

it is possible, for example, to implement the register control with standard

control into the TwinCAT automation suite. PLC, Motion Control, HMI,

control and drive components, without the need for special hardware and

measurement technology and robotics functions can be executed on

dedicated drive controllers.

an Industrial PC. Configuration and programming take place entirely in
TwinCAT, so that the engineering time and costs can be reduced signifi-

Efficient software engineering is enabled through embedding in Microsoft
®

cantly. So far the following kinematic systems have been implemented:

Visual Studio as an integrated development environment. TwinCAT 3 sup-

Cartesian gantry, shear kinematics, roller kinematics (H-Bot), SCARA,

ports all common programming standards, including C/C++, integration of

2-D kinematics, 2-D parallel kinematics and 3-D delta kinematics. Fur-

Matlab®/Simulink®, and the object-oriented IEC 61131-3 extension, and

ther kinematic systems are planned for the future. In addition, TwinCAT

thus enables optimum programming for the respective task. Ready-made

Kinematic Transformation offers tracking functions. This means that the

and frequently used IEC 61131-3 blocks for web tension control, winding

robot is synchronised with a moving object, so that it can pick up work-

and unwinding algorithms, register control in conjunction with very fast

pieces from conveyor belts or inclined turntables, for example.

signal processing and comprehensive Motion Control functionalities are
available as software libraries. This results in significant engineering benefits
for the user.
With its comprehensive range of scalable drive solutions Beckhoff covers
a wide range of applications, including axes for adjusting the print rollers,
high-precision drives for the actual printing units, and high-performance
winding and unwinding units.

Further Information:
www.beckhoff.com/drupa

Further Information:
www.beckhoff.com/automatica
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Everyone is pleased that Prof. Wollert is boosting Gütersloh as a place of study. (left

Presentation of the Microsoft Embedded Partner Excellence Awards in Lisbon

to right) Gerd Hoppe, Corporate Management, Beckhoff Automation; Prof. Budde,

in October 2011: Lorraine Bardeen, Windows Embedded Business Lead EMEA;

Bielefeld University of Applied Sciences, Dean of the School of Engineering and

Stefan Hoppe, TwinCAT Product Manager at Beckhoff, who received the

Mathematics; Prof. Wollert, Professor for Electrical Engineering and Automation at

award on behalf of Beckhoff; and Barb Edson, Senior Director of Windows

Gütersloh and Hans Beckhoff, Managing Director of Beckhoff Automation.

Embedded Marketing (from left)

Beckhoff supports endowed chair

Beckhoff receives the Microsoft
Embedded Partner Excellence Award
2011 in the category “Innovation”

“Development of competencies instead of memorization,” was the motto of
the inaugural lecture by Prof. Dr. Jörg F. Wollert on January 13, 2012. Dr. Jörg
F. Wollert was appointed as Professor of Electrotechnology and Automation
at the Gütersloh site of Bielefeld University of Applied Sciences, Germany,

Beckhoff has been awarded the Windows Embedded Partner Excellence

on October 1, 2011.

Award by Microsoft for the fourth time running. Stefan Hoppe, TwinCAT
Product Manager at Beckhoff, was presented with the Windows Embed-

He teaches in the practice-integrated courses of Mechatronics/Automation

ded Partner Excellence Award in the category “Innovation” at an award

and Industrial Engineering with Business Studies and undertakes research

ceremony in Lisbon, Portugal, in October 2011.

in the area of intelligent mechatronic systems. For both courses Beckhoff
offers students internship opportunities. In total, 45 undergraduates from

Beckhoff has been a Microsoft Windows Embedded Gold Partner since

two class years currently work at Beckhoff.

November 2006. Microsoft awards this title worldwide to partner companies that use the Windows Embedded technology in an innovative

Before taking up his post at Gütersloh, Prof. Wollert, who is a doctor of

and creative way. In the last four years Beckhoff has already won the

electrical engineering, spent 12 years as professor for software engineering

Excellence Award in the categories “Embedded Technologies 2008”,

and computer networks at the University of Bochum in Germany, where in

“Enterprise Partner 2009” and “Community Leadership 2010”. Once

addition to numerous research projects he also gained experience with so-

again in 2011 Beckhoff was able to underline its leading role and

called dual degree courses, which are very similar to the practice-integrated

expertise as a manufacturer of PC-based automation components and

programs offered at Gütersloh. Bielefeld University of Applied Sciences was

systems through outstanding results. Beckhoff received the award for

thus able to attract a professor with significant pertinent experience in

the innovative development of its new automation software, TwinCAT 3.

education and research.
“By the integration of Microsoft Visual Studio®, TwinCAT 3 offers the
Beckhoff provides a substantial financial contribution to the endowed chair.

possibility to use C/C++ in addition to the IEC 61131 languages in order

Hans Beckhoff regards this as a valuable investment in the future: “Train-

to program and debug industrial automation applications in real-time.

ing new engineers at this location is important to us, by way of offering

New customers who have fallen back in the past on operating systems

local professionals opportunities in application-oriented technologies for

such as QNX and VxWorks are convinced by TwinCAT 3 as an efficient

companies in the region, thereby strengthening our region in the long term.

and open automation platform”, reports Stefan Hoppe.

We are therefore delighted to invest in academic training of young people.”

6 products
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Parallelization of engineering processes and reusability of software modules
reduce engineering effort.

Efficient engineering
with TwinCAT 3
The proportion of engineering costs that is attributable to the control software for machine
and plant automation is considerable. As a result, shortening the engineering time for the
control software promises enormous savings potential. Through the parallelization of engineering processes, which is supported by TwinCAT 3, as well as the re-usability of already
existing software modules, engineering expenditures can be significantly reduced while increasing the quality of the control code at the same time. Knut Güttel and Dr. Josef Papenfort,
Product Managers TwinCAT at Beckhoff, give an overview of the possibilities with TwinCAT 3.

In addition, object-oriented technologies universally supported by TwinCAT 3

1999

2011
201
1

as well as the provision of additional language resources allow the process

CPU

ntium
m® 4
1 x Intel® Pentium

1 x Intel® Co
Core
oree™2 Duo
Duo

knowledge of machine and plant manufacturers to be implemented quickly

Number of units

30

> 80
80

and efficiently with the aid of modern software technologies. Not only that,

Number of I/O points

400

2000

embedding in the framework of Microsoft Visual Studio makes a development

Number of servo axes

20

> 1000

infrastructure available that has long been regarded as state of the art in the IT

Velocity

30 m/min

> 80 m/min

®

world, but which is currently unique in the field of automation.

Table 1

Regarding productivity, the demands placed on machines have grown tremen-

demands have increased not only where the control hardware is concerned, but

dously in recent years. As a consequence of this, machines are becoming increas-

also in relation to the control software. PC-based control technology imposes

ingly complex. Whereas, for example, a woodworking machine in 1999 consisted

no limits here with regard to computer perform
performance,
mance
c , bu
bbutt new solutions are also

of 30 units with 400 I/O points and produced 25 to 30 parts per minute, a newer

required in the field of control software. The pri
primary
rima
mary
ry rrequirements
e uirements that need to
eq

type machine already has 80 units, over 2,000 I/O points and produces more

be considered with new software solutions
o s include the following:
on
g

than 80 parts per minute (see Table 1). In order to do justice to this reality,

− The performance of the control software
increased.
ware must be inc
creaased.
d
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In order to answer to these demands as well as to the fact that less and less time
is available for planning machines and plants, simple and universal solutions
are required in the engineering field. Important factors for achieving this are:
(1) Support of current IT technologies (multi-core, 64-bit operating systems)
(2) Support of various language resources (e.g. IEC 611631-3, C++, Matlab®/
Simulink®)
(3) Provision of a uniform framework for all available language resources
(4) Universal support of object-oriented technologies for the generation of reusable modules that are simple to extend and maintain
(5) Provision of integrated simulation options that permit switchover to the
normal operating mode of the plant without additional expenditure (e.g.
re-compilation of modules in the case of address changes)
(6) Provision of universal and efficient debugging functions that facilitate the
efficient debugging of the generated software modules without additional
tools
− Th
Thee im
impl
implementation
plem
pl
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complex
mple
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(7) Provision of simple options that allow the automatic generation of plant
configurations or of control code
(8) Provision of the complete development infrastructure (e.g. tie-in to source
code management systems) in the same control environment

modules
must
scalable:
− The software mod
dul
ules
es m
ustt be ffreely
reel
re
elyy sc
scal
a abble: from a controller through
complete
run-time
to a ccom
ompl
plet
etee ru
run
n-time ssystem.
yste
ys
tem.
m.
universal
interfaces
description
− Th
Thee un
univ
iver
ersa
sall us
usee of iint
nter
e faces in all descript
tion languages guaranties the
interoperability of the software modules.
other
− The software modules must be portable to oth
her platforms with little or no
effort.
− The software concepts must support current IITT technologies such as multicore CPUs.

Implementation with TwinCAT 3
In order to achieve significant performance increases of the control software,
current IT technologies must be supported as stated in point 1. TwinCAT 3
therefore enables the active utilization of resources on multi-core and 64-bit architectures. This means, for example, that software modules created in TwinCAT 3
can be freely distributed to the cores of a multi-core system. A dedicated base
time can be defined for each core, independent of the other cores. Based on this,
the 65,000 tasks available to the system can be assigned to the individual cores.

8 products
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Marking of an error
in the block diagram

The support of various language resources as demanded in point 2 is intended to

velopment methods such as Rapid Control Prototyping. The individual software

solve tasks with the language that is most efficient for the respective problem.

modules are developed in several steps here:

For this reason the C/C++ languages as well as Matlab®/Simulink® are avail-

− Generation of the hardware model to be controlled

able in TwinCAT 3 in addition to the popular IEC 61131-3 languages for the

− Generation of the software module

flexible creation of software modules. In practice this means that it is possible

− Test of the module in simulation mode (HIL – hardware in the loop)

to describe a process with the aid of IEC 61131-3, to describe a complex algo-

− Commissioning of the module

rithm using C++ and to execute a controller created on the basis of Maltab®/

− Commissioning of the complete system

Simulink® in one and the same software project. These modules are executed in

In parallel to the modeling and generation of the simulation module for the

the same run-time in TwinCAT 3. In addition, the use of a universal framework

hardware, a simulation module of the control software can also be generated

as demanded in (point 3) enables the optimum interaction of the modules with

that already contains the process, but not yet the finished algorithms. The aim

each other; i.e. they can exchange data, mutually call one another, address

of this procedure is to test the plant hardware without the controller already

interfaces of the other modules, etc.

being fully available (SIL – software in the loop).

As stated in point 4, universal object-oriented technologies are used in TwinCAT 3

For debugging (point 6) during the development of modules, efficient debugging

for the creation of these modules. The aim is to encapsulate objects in such

functions must be available in all supported description languages. Whereas

a way that expandable modules are created that are re-usable and simple to

the monitoring of online values is already a standard feature of editors for the

maintain. Among other things this enables the multiple instancing and linking

IEC 61131-3 languages, this has not been possible with editors for the C++

of a controller generated by Matlab®/Simulink® in the same software project

language until now. Here, too, TwinCAT 3 is the first tool to enable this directly

(without having to compile it several times). New object-oriented language

in the development environment. A further standard debugging function is the

sources such as interfaces, inheritance or methods are also available in the

setting of breakpoints. Whereas the use of breakpoints is already the state of

IEC 61131-3 languages. On top of that, the IEC 61131-3 languages now also

the art in the IEC 61131-3 languages or in C++, this does not apply to the

permit the dynamic generation of objects at run-time.

“block diagram” of a module generated by Matlab®/Simulink®. It is a similar
case with the localization of errors. Whereas these are typically shown in the

For efficient development or for the testing and commissioning of software

form of line numbers in the code for modules generated by Matlab®/Simulink®,

modules, it is necessary, as stated in point 5, to embed various simulation op-

TwinCAT 3 permits the graphic illustration of the error in the block diagram. In

tions. This is also made possible in TwinCAT 3 thanks to the modular concept. In

other words, TwinCAT 3 enables the universal use of debugging functions that

addition to the software modules which contain the actual control logic, further

provide identical options in all available language resources, such as online

modules can be integrated into the project in order to simulate entire plant

monitoring, breakpoint, call stack, disassembly window, etc.

areas. These modules can be switched on or off as required, so that a partial
simulation of the machine or plant is also possible. On top of that, linking to

A further possibility to significantly increase the efficiency of engineering is

the Matlab®/Simulink® tool landscape also offers the possibility to support de-

the use, as mentioned in point 7, of functions that automatically generate the

products 9
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Commissioning

Hardware

15,00 %

35,00 %

50,00 %
Software

Proportional values of automation 2005;
Source: Heinze, R., openautomation
The complete integration of TwinCAT 3 into Visual Studio® provides the user with the ability to use the
IEC 61131 and C/C++ programming languages in parallel. The generated objects can exchange data with
each other and mutually call each other independently of the language they were written in.

configuration of the control hardware or parts of the control program. Here

is associated with simple expandability and an increase in the quality of the

once again, TwinCAT 3 offers the ideal platform for this: this is achieved, on

control code.

the one hand, by the support of standard formats, e.g. the use of the
PLCopen XML format as the data exchange format for PLC projects, and

Provided that corresponding interfaces are defined, parallelization of the

by the complete control configuration by means of XML-based data formats. On

software engineering is possible on the basis of this encapsulation. This is ad-

the other hand, a Beckhoff Automation Interface (API) is available with which

ditionally supported by tying-in to modern development infrastructures such as

the complete functionality of TwinCAT 3 can be accessed.

source code administration, bug tracking, etc. Support for automatic functions
for the generation of controller configurations and program parts as mentioned

As stated in point 8, the provision of a universal development infrastructure is

in point 8 also leads to a significant increase in efficiency.

an important factor in making the engineering of machines and plants more
efficient. This includes among other things the tying-in of the development
environment to source code management, bug tracking and project management tools. This development infrastructure is optimally provided through the
embedding of TwinCAT 3 in the Visual Studio 2010® framework as well as by
the support of its native interfaces.
Benefits for the machine manufacturer
In order to master the complexity of modern machines and at the same time
cater to demands for ever increasing flexibility and ever shorter planning
times, the trend in machines and plants is moving toward modular, re-usable
software structures. TwinCAT 3 enables the modular structures of the machine
to be mapped directly in the software, independent of the selected description
language. This includes the mapping both of the machine module, in the form
of encapsulated software objects (classes), and of the object interfaces, with
the aid of interfaces.
A substantial benefit of this universal object-oriented approach is the increase
in reusability. Individual software modules can simply be reused both within
the same software project – e.g. in the multiple instancing of a controller
generated by Matlab®/Simulink® – and for new projects. In addition, objectoriented programming leads to improved legibility of the control code, which

Further Information:
www.beckhoff.com/TwinCAT3
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The new CP2xxx and CP3xxx Control Panel and Panel PC series

Beckhoff multi-touch panel series offers
maximum flexibility in a modern design
The new Beckhoff CP2xxx and CP3xxx Control Panel and Panel PC series feature integrated modern display technology such as
multi-touch and widescreen formats. The product development also took into account conventional operating concepts, in order
to cover the widest possible range of applications. The result is a highly versatile and modular panel system, leaving little to be
desired in terms of format, function, size and model variety.

PC Control 01 | 2012
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The new Beckhoff CP2xxx and CP3xxx Control Panel and Panel
PC series with multi-touch enable innovative visualization
concepts with intuitive operation and combine elegance with
robust design.

In addition to the functionality and productivity of machines, their overall ap-

SPS/IPC/DRIVES fair, are an advanced operating concept with multi-touch

pearance is becoming an increasingly important sales argument. All along, the

display and timeless, elegant design. In their execution as cabinet-installed or

functionality and productivity of a machine were the primary needs in mind

mounting arm devices, the aluminum and stainless steel housings of the panels

for the CP2xxx and CP3xxx series. Nevertheless, the overall appearance of a

are extremely robust and designed for use under harsh industrial conditions.

machine is becoming an increasingly important sales argument for the machine

For single-touch users the new panel generation also offers significant benefits

manufacturers. Therefore, there is a trend developing where modern machines

due to its optimized price-to-performance ratio: savings of up to 28% when

are being designed by renowned industrial designers. The HMI panel, as the

compared with existing devices can be expected.

front end and “face” of the machine, also has to take account of this trend:
a modern operating panel, including the screen interface, becomes a critical

Flexibility in display size and format

distinguishing feature in comparison with competitors’ machines. Of course, a

The new Control Panel and Panel PC series are available in a wide range display

modern HMI must offer fast and intuitive operation, i.e. the operating concept

sizes and formats. In addition to the modern widescreen formats, the classic 4:3

must be functional, in order to reduce the setup time, e.g. during a tool change,

formats are also supported. This allows users to port their existing HMI solu-

by enabling fast adjustment of all required parameters. Authorization of the

tions to the new devices with no additional effort. All panels are available ex

machine operator with the aid of an optional integrated RFID reader, instead

factory in landscape or portrait format (horizontal/vertical), to account for the

of manual PIN input, can speed up the process even further. Yet not only are

fact that the portrait format is becoming increasingly popular among industrial

the design and functionality important, the HMI panel must also be robust and

customers.

suitable for industrial applications.

There are new widescreen display sizes: 7-inch (with a resolution of 800 x

An ideal convergence of answers to all of these demands, the new CP2xxx

480), 15.6-inch (with 1366 x 768), 18.5-inch (with 1366 x 768) and 24-inch (with

and CP3xxx Panel PC series, presented by Beckhoff in November 2011 at the

the full HD resolution of 1920 x 1080). In addition, the familiar display sizes,

12 cover
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Key highlights of the new Control
rol Panel/
Panel PC series from Beckhoff:
–

Display sizes from 7-inch to 24-inch

–

Formats: 16:9, 4:3

–

Multi-touch, e.g. for up to 5-finger touch with high resolution

–

High-quality aluminum housing, milled from a solidd block

–

Metal perimeter protection for the display front

–

LED backlight technology

–

Landscape and portrait format

–

Built-in and compact devices

–

Control Panels with DVI/USB Extended connection

–

Panel PCs with processors ranging from Intel® Celeron
ron®
to Core™ i7

–

Cost-optimized panel design

–

Customer-specified versions

i.e. 12-inch (800 x 600), 15-inch (1024 x 768) and 19-inch (1280 x 1024) in 4:3

production process guarantees high process safety, i.e. the housings are always

format, are also available with the new product lines.

manufactured in consistently high quality.

The multi-touch-capable, bright displays all feature an LED backlight.

The low depth and narrow housing edges make the CP2xxx and CP3xxx de-

In combination with the Beckhoff controller technology, this offers several

vice series particularly elegant. Due to the fact that they are made of aluminum

benefits: the display delivers bright, high-contrast images and is continuously

and stainless steel they are robust and suitable for industrial applications. A nar-

dimmable. To save energy, the backlight can automatically be switched to

row, circumferential metal impact protector reliably protects the touch screen

energy-saving mode, if, for example, no touch activity is detected for 10 minutes.

surface or the display against mechanical destruction. In addition, the all-glass

A good viewing angle ensures that the image is also clearly visible when viewed

surface offers maximum resistance to environmental influences. Beyond that,

from the side.

the new panel series fulfill the well-known Beckhoff quality criteria, such as
long-term availability and high temperature resilience.

Elegant, industrial design
Beckhoff first introduced the principle of milling the panel housings from a solid

Modern multi-finger operation for industrial applications

aluminum block with their first Control Panel generation back in 1998. This

Multi-finger touch screens are becoming increasingly popular thanks to

successful concept is also the basis for the new panel series and offers many

smartphones, Windows 7 and various other consumer electronics technologies.

benefits: low weight, high strength, environmental resistance, versatile process-

Familiar functions from the world of touch pads, such as zooming, scrolling,

ing options, and full recyclability. Since no forming tools are used, Beckhoff is

object turning, flicks, etc. are now also usable for industrial applications with the

able to respond flexibly to customer requests with low production runs. The

Beckhoff multi-touch panels. In order to ensure industrial compatibility,

PC Control 01 | 2012
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The new Control Panel and Panel PC series are available in various display sizes and
formats. In addition to the modern widescreen formats, the classic 4:3 formats are
also supported.

Beckhoff uses the Projective Capacitive Touch screen (PCT) technology in its

with IP 65 protection at the front and IP 20 at the rear. The CP3xxx Control

multi-touch panel series. The high touch-point density enables accurate, safe

Panels for mounting arm installation offer all-round IP 65 protection. The

and fast operation with fast response times for real-time inputs. Even a ‘flow-

mounting arm design has been tried and tested over many years in the popu-

ing’ touch operation in minute steps is possible without screen jitter. An anti-

lar Beckhoff CP72xx Control Panel series. The housing design is very slender

reflective glass pane is used for the display front. Five-finger touch mode and

and offers high functionality, including turning and tilting functionality. The

automation solutions with 2-hand operation are equally possible. The integrated

CP29xx and CP39xx series use the well-known DVI / USB Extended Technology

touch controller enables the sensitivity of the touch surface to be parameter-

from Beckhoff and can be operated up to 50 m away from the Industrial PC.

ized such that it can be handled with work gloves (e.g. latex gloves). The touch

The new device series feature USB 2.0 for fast data transmission rates.

controller also prevents incorrect operation, e.g. through water drops or the ball
of the thumb; these are intelligently detected and eliminated.

Panel PC with the latest processor generation

Single-touch mode can be set via the Windows operating system for ap-

The built-in devices of the CP22xx series can be equipped with the

plications where multi-touch is not required. The multi-touch function requires

latest Intel® processor generation from the 32 nm range with the code

Windows 7 or higher.

name Sandy Bridge – better known as Intel® Core™ i3, Core™ i5 and
Core™ i7 of the second generation. The processors with improved on-board

Flexible variants from mounting arm Panel to built-in Panel PC

graphics and new CPU architecture offer more processing power. The

The new panel series are conceived both for control cabinet installation and for

Panel PCs offer the basis for further efficiency improvements in PC-based

installation on a mounting arm. The CP2xxx built-in Panel series is implemented

control technology. The multi-core processors can be used exceptionally well,

14 cover
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Portrait format

4:3 format
Widescreen format
16:9 format

Landscape format

All Panels are available in landscape or portrait format and can be
ordered in horizontal or vertical orientation as required.

Beckhoff complements the familiar 4:3 display sizes
with new widescreen formats.

particularly when combination with TwinCAT 3, the latest version of automa-

USB port, but also via EtherCAT or other fieldbuses, or directly in the TwinCAT

tion software from Beckhoff, which was specially developed for multi-core

environment, if required. In order to avoid complex wiring, the emergency stop

processors.

switch can be integrated via TwinSAFE, the programmable safety solution from
Beckhoff.

Options and custom extensions

A USB port at the front is offered as standard, enabling direct connection of

The industrial multi-touch solution makes electromechanical buttons unneces-

storage media, a keypad or a mouse (for commissioning). USB can also be inte-

sary. The customizable function keys are integrated in the operating software.

grated in the rear panel or in the mounting arm, in order to enable permanent

Electromechanical buttons such as emergency stop buttons, joysticks, key

connection of a scanner or similar devices, for example.

switches or other elements are still offered as custom extensions. Customer-

Future plans include the CP32xx Panel PC series for mounting arm instal-

specific adaptations with regard to design, key extensions or RFID increase the

lation with Intel® Core™ processors, CP27xx and CP37xx with Intel® Atom™

degree of flexibility of the multi-touch series. The comprehensive application

processors and CP26xx and CP36xx devices with ARM processors. Considering

expertise, which in the past has been realized in custom solutions, can also

all these impressive characteristics, the Beckhoff multi-touch panels not only

be integrated in the new multi-touch panel series. For enhanced functionality

fascinate multi-touch users, they above all solve real world industrial challenges.

electromechanical buttons, switches, key switches, potentiometers, membrane
keys or ring-illuminated short-stroke keys can not only be connected via the

Further Information:
www.beckhoff.com/Multitouch
Estimated market release:
2nd quarter 2012
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The new second-generation Intel® processors, Intel® Core™ i3, i5 and i7,
are integrated into the various Industrial PC series and in the new CX2000
Embedded PC series from Beckhoff.

Beckhoff integrates latest Intel® ‘Sandy Bridge’ processor generation from the 32-nm series into its Industrial PC portfolio

Leap in performance with second-generation Intel® processors
The new Intel® processor generation from the 32-nm series, codenamed ‘Sandy

processors are also making inroads into Embedded devices from the CX2000

Bridge’, which is better known as the second generation Intel® Core™ i3,

series, so that multi-core processor technology is now also available in a DIN

Core™ i5 and Core™ i7, is making inroads into new Industrial PC technology

rail-mounted format.
The basis for the new IPC series with second-generation Intel® processors is

from Beckhoff.
With improved on-board graphics and a new CPU architecture, the processors offer even greater computing power. Beckhoff is equipping both its Indus-

formed by the Beckhoff-built industrial motherboards: CB1056 (ATX), CB3056
(3½-inch) and CB4055 (PC/104).

trial PC series and the Embedded PCs from the CX2000 series with the new

The multi-core technology is ideal for automation, since the vast majority

Intel® processors and, in doing so, is laying the foundation for a further increase

of machines work by nature in parallel and the associated control programs

in the efficiency of PC-based control technology. The multi-core processors can

can therefore also be easily parallelized. Motion Control, CNC, measurement

be used exceptionally well in combination with TwinCAT 3.

technology and robotic functions are implemented in software and executed on

®

By integrating the second Intel processor generation, Beckhoff is utilizing

a central CPU in addition to the classic PLC functions. Beckhoff has coined the

state of the art technology. The processors’ power reserves and modular multi-

phrase ‘Scientific Automation’ for this convergence of different technologies.

core architecture help expand the functionality of the automation platform to

This means that expensive external solutions can be increasingly replaced by

new heights. The new Sandy Bridge processors with 32-nm internal feature size

software modules and integrated into the central, PC-based controller.

are characterized by low power losses. In contrast to the first generation, the

TwinCAT 3 represents the corresponding software platform for Scientific Au-

CPUs have a new internal CPU architecture, a higher second-level cache, a faster

tomation. The successful utilization of these enormous multi-core CPU resources

on-board graphic card and faster DDR3 memory. Beckhoff is focusing exclusively

will become decisive for the competitiveness of the world’s leading machine

on the processors from the Embedded line to ensure long-term availability.

manufacturers in the future.

Beckhoff is introducing the Sandy Bridge processors ‘across the board’
in its Industrial PC series with ATX motherboards, such as the C5102, C61xx,
C62xx and C66xx control cabinet Industrial PCs, the CP65xx built-in Panel PCs
and the C33xx and C36xx Panel PCs. In the series with 3½-inch main board,
the C65xx, C69xx and C5210 Control Cabinet IPCs, the CP62xx and CP72xx
‘economy’ built-in Panel PCs and the new CP22xx multi-touch built-in Panel
PCs are being equipped with the latest processor generation. The new Intel®

Further Information:
www.beckhoff.com/IPC
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KL6781 M-Bus master interface complements energy consumption metering in a space-saving Bus Terminal format

Compact, feature-laden M-Bus solution eliminates special
energy monitoring hardware
Gathering energy consumption data is, of course, at the core of modern build-

The TwinCAT PLC M-Bus software library, which is available free of charge

ing automation solutions designed for high energy efficiency. Bus Terminals

from Beckhoff, simplifies the integration of M-Bus devices from numerous

from Beckhoff enable the measurement of all relevant electrical supply network

manufacturers through predefined profiles.

data directly in a standard, cost-effective I/O system. The KL6781 M-Bus mas-

In addition to building automation, the M-Bus solution can also be used

ter terminal extends the range of energy measurement terminals: electricity,

in machine construction and plant engineering applications, where consump-

water, gas or energy meters with M-Bus interfaces can be simply integrated

tion meters with the M-Bus interface can be used for logging load peaks, for

in the “fieldbus-independent” Bus Terminal system, rendering external M-Bus

example.

gateways unnecessary.

The M-Bus terminal extends the Beckhoff all-in-one I/O solution with yet an-

The KL6781 M-Bus master terminal, in its compact 12 mm housing, enables

other useful component. With more than 400 different signal types, the Beckhoff

direct connection of up to 40 M-Bus devices, each with 1.5 mA current consump-

Bus Terminal system covers virtually all signal types encountered in building

tion. To connect additional devices beyond that limit, users simply install another

services engineering. It not only supports all common sensors and actuators, but

KL6781 in the Bus Terminal node. The M-Bus master terminal converts the data

can also integrate all bus systems that are relevant for building services using

from the internal terminal bus into M-Bus-compliant values. A total of 24 bytes

suitable Bus Coupler types. Subordinate subsystems such as EIB/KNX, LON, DALI,

of data per terminal are available for this purpose.

MP-Bus, EnOcean or serial RS232/RS485 connections such as Modbus can be
integrated easily via communication Bus Terminals.

Further Information:
www.beckhoff.com/KL6781
www.beckhoff.com/TC-PLC-M-Bu
www.beckhoff.com/TC-PLC-M-Bus
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Beckhoff is extending its vast portfolio of Bus Terminal solutions
with manual operating modules for mounting on the outside of
control cabinet doors. These digital and analog I/O modules enable the convenient operation and observation of process data
as well as easy manual intervention without opening the control
cabinet. A total of four different function modules are available
for the manual operating level.

Beckhoff Bus Terminals: Convenient manual and automatic process data control in buildings and plants

Manual operating modules for installation in control
cabinet doors feature universal fieldbus connection
Beckhoff is extending its vast portfolio of Bus Terminal solutions with manual

The modules are configurable via TwinCAT automation software from Beckhoff;

operating modules for mounting on the outside of control cabinet doors. These

i.e. the various functions can be individually parameterized via function blocks.

digital and analog I/O modules enable the convenient operation and observa-

Power and error LEDs indicate the status of the modules. All switch positions of

tion of process data as well as easy manual intervention without opening the

the output modules are available in the controller as process variables.

control cabinet. The manual operating modules can be integrated into the

The manual operating level prescribed in many specifications according to

overall Bus Terminal system via K-Bus extension technology from Beckhoff and

VDI 3814 can be realized using the Beckhoff modules with no further auxiliary

are available for all common bus systems using corresponding Bus Couplers.

products.

The manual operating modules are mounted in the control cabinet door
using a snap-in system. A total of four different function modules are available

Straightforward cabling and fieldbus flexibility

for the manual operating level:

Up to 31 KL85xx modules can be connected to the Bus Terminal system via the

–

KL8519 | 16-channel digital input: signal module

K-bus extension. The maximum distance between the individual KL85xx mod-

–

KL8528 | 8-channel digital output: changeover between manual and auto-

ules is 5 m. The modules can be integrated via the Bus Couplers into almost all

matic mode, setting of outputs

bus systems, such as Ethernet, EtherCAT or PROFIBUS. The I/O level is wired via

KL8528 | 4 x 2-channel digital output: changeover between manual and

the KL9309 signal-independent adapter terminal using ribbon cable or shielded

automatic mode, setting of 2-stage output

round cable. The KL9309 has 16 terminal points and is incorporated into the Bus

KL8548 | 8-channel analog output, 0…10 V: changeover between manual

Terminal node. The signals are electrically isolated.

–
–

and automatic mode, analog set value specification via potentiometer.

Further Information:
www.beckhoff.com/KL85xx
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The EK1818 EtherCAT Coupler
integrates 16 additional I/O
connection points for up to
12 digital I/Os in a standard Bus
Coupler housing and is therefore
particularly well suited for applications with a small number of
I/Os and cramped space conditions.

EtherCAT Terminals: new coupler series reduces costs and
space requirements in the terminal box

EK18xx EtherCAT Coupler series integrates digital I/Os
In addition to the connection of fieldbuses, the new EK18xx coupler series

single-wire technique. The wiring can be implemented without tools using

for the Beckhoff EtherCAT Terminal system integrates digital I/Os into the

a direct plug-in technique with single-wire conductors or wire end sleeves.

standard coupler. The HD (High Density) Terminal, which is used at connection level, offers 16 connection points. Four of these channels are reserved

The following I/O variants are available:

for the supply voltage; the remaining, up to twelve channels are available

–

EK1814: 4 digital inputs / 4 digital outputs

for digital I/Os. This compact solution saves costs and reduces space re-

–

EK1818: 8 digital inputs / 4 digital outputs

quirements in the control cabinet. The new coupler series is available with

–

EK1828: 4 digital inputs / 8 digital outputs

different I/O combinations.

–

EK1828-0010: 8 digital outputs

The EK18xx coupler series combines the functionalities of the EK1100
EtherCAT Coupler with standard digital I/Os in one housing. This results

Beckhoff is consistently continuing the path towards miniaturisation of

in a compact design with dimensions of just 44 mm x 100 mm x 68 mm

designs and cost optimisation with the EK18xx EtherCAT Coupler series.

(W x H x D) that is especially suitable for applications with a small number

Tailored to applications with a small number of I/O points and cramped

of I/Os. Like the standard EK1100 coupler, the EK18xx couplers can be ex-

space conditions, the EK18xx coupler offers the user a precisely dimensioned

tended by all EtherCAT Terminals. The digital I/Os are implemented with a

solution.

Further Information:
www.beckhoff.com/EK18xx
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EL7051 EtherCAT Terminal supplements compact drive solutions in an I/O terminal format

All-in-one stepper motor terminal permits direct connection
of powerful stepper motors up to 8 A
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Beckhoff,
the EL7051 represents
As an addition to the existing EL7031 and EL7041 stepper motor terminals,

disposal. Integration into the I/O system simplifies cabling and commissioning

intended for motors up to 24 V DC and 1.5 A or 50 V DC and 5 A respectively,

considerably and reduces cabinet space requirements and costs.

the new EL7051 is suitable as a complete drive system for motors up to 80 V DC

Beckhoff focuses on modularity and scalable power in compact Drive Tech-

and 8 A. The terminal contains both the outputs for the motor and the inputs

nology: various connections in the format of a K-bus or an EtherCAT Terminal

for the feedback system. Feedback systems can be eliminated in simple applica-

(IP 20) support AC and DC motors as well as stepper and servomotors of various

tions, since the terminal has an internal counter.

performance classes. In addition, the Beckhoff EtherCAT Box modules (IP 67) for

The pulse-width modulation (PWM) output stages of the EL7051 EtherCAT

stepper and DC motors are available for use outside control cabinets.

stepper motor terminal cover a wide voltage and current range. Together with
two inputs for limit switches, they are located in the terminal. By setting a
few parameters in the object directory, the EL7051 can be adapted to the
motor and the application, e.g. via the TwinCAT System Manager. The 64-fold
micro-stepping ensures particularly quiet and precise motor operation.
Together with the AS1060 stepper motor, the EL7051 represents a complete,
compact motion axis. Preferred fields of application for the inexpensive
drive solution include, for example, feed axes or simple transport and stroke
movements.
A further advantage of the EL7051 is its integration into the EtherCAT
Terminal system. This places all EtherCAT characteristics such as high performance, optimum diagnostics, Distributed Clocks functionality, etc. at the user’s

Further Information:
www.beckhoff.com/EL7051
www.beckhoff.com/AS1060
Estimated market release:
3rd quarter 2012
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Interview with Erwin Fertig, Managing Director of the Fertig Motors GmbH.

Highly dynamic servomotors for
every application
Rotary synchronous servomotors are conquering more fields of use in mechanical engineering applications. Beckhoff
presented servomotors from its own production facilities for the first time at the SPS/IPC/DRIVES 2011 with the new
AM8000 and AM8800 series. The motors were developed and produced by Fertig Motors GmbH, a subsidiary company
within the Beckhoff group. Ronald Heinze, editor-in-chief of etz, spoke to Managing Director Erwin Fertig about the
new products and future plans.
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“We won’t just be making simple standard servomotors,” said
aid Erwin Fertig not

Erwin Fertig counts high torque, high dynamics and high performance

even two years ago – before the establishment of the Fertigg Motors company
company.

motors. “Our motors have
among the important development requirements of motors

“Our motors not only have to be less expensive, they must also be innovative

a high overload capacity: we can get a short-term peak torque of 5 Nm out of a

and very stable. We want to play in the Champions League, so to speak.” Fertig

1 Nm motor,” he proudly explains. “In many applications a high torque is only

Motors GmbH, which is involved in a joint venture with the Beckhoff Group,

briefly demanded. It’s no problem for our servomotors to offer that.” For that

develops and produces servomotors that are characterized by high dynamics,

reason the complete drive doesn’t have to be over-dimensioned, which saves

energy efficiency and low costs. “The specification sheet for the development

both money and construction volume.

stipulated safety, safety and more safety,” stresses the drive specialist. “A motor
must not fail. Stability is therefore of utmost importance.”

During the development, the motors were designed with optimum quality
with the aid of finite element simulation tools. This is also apparent above all
in the dynamics of the motors. Despite the high torques it was possible to keep

Keeping a secure grip on availability and quality

the motors’ moments of inertia of low.

Why bother with your own development and production? “Successful automa-

The AM8000 series encompasses six different motor sizes, each with three

tion companies such as Beckhoff must prove themselves and set their own

overall lengths, so that the widest possible torque range is covered seamlessly

standards in the field of Motion Control and, therefore, also in the field of

with overlaps. The user can select a motor suitable for universal use from a

servomotors, alone due to the fact that 30% of total turnover can be achieved

standstill torque range of 0.5 Nm to 65 Nm. There are six different flanges

with this technology,” says Erwin Fertig. “Therefore, it did not appear advis-

ranging in size from 55 mm to 190 mm and they are precisely suited to the

able to purchase an existing motor factory and it was thus an obvious step

wide automation market.

to implement one’s own concept of modern development and production.”

An elaborate new powder coating plant ensures a perfect finish on the mo-

25 employees develop and manufacture German-made products on a produc-

tors. Erwin Fertig is convinced that design plays an increasingly important role.

tion area of around 900 sq. meters and 700 sq. meters of office space. Top qual-

The motors from Beckhoff are finished in anthracite with a red “Beckhoff” inset.

ity materials and reliable availability, also in the case of service, are intended

All purchased parts such as shafts, housings, punched parts, plug connectors and

to inspire customers.

bearing plates are manufactured in Germany by experienced, qualified suppli-

“If something breaks on a solid motor, then it’s the bearing, shaft breakage

ers. The supply times are short and all suppliers have a proven track record of

or encoder,” Erwin Fertig continues. As a result, the bearings were designed to

high quality. The “Made in Germany” label is of great importance to Managing

be larger than is usual in a conventional servomotor. The former founder and

Director Erwin Fertig.

owner of Elau has gathered many years of experience in this respect. “In two out
of three of all applications gearboxes are not mounted on the motor, but rather

High torque and high sturdiness

toothed belts,” he explains. “This means that the fitter, depending on how they

The sophisticated rotor and stator technology represents the actual basis for the

feel at the time, determines the radial load on the motor without really measur-

new servomotor. According to Erwin Fertig, the winding support is a stamped

ing it. Larger bearings therefore ensure greater stability. We have come up with

part that is simple to produce and brings with it magnetic advantages. “The

quite a few design ideas in order to increase the maximum permissible load to

windings in individual segments enable an even higher slot fill factor. This

30,000 hrs instead of the typical 20,000 hrs.”

significantly improves the power density of the motors, since the losses from

22 interview
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the traditionally large end turns have been eliminated,” explains the Managing

applications to suitable parameters, which drastically shortens commissioning.

Director. The smallest possible end turns combined with a stator that is fully

This could also consign input errors to the past. Backlash-free permanent magnet

potted in epoxy resin provide sturdiness and excellent thermal management

holding brakes and low-backlash planetary gears round off the Beckhoff range.

according to Erwin Fertig. “This way, heat pockets cannot develop and the
measured thermal image is very homogeneous. Our motors can only be broken

“Hygienic Design” stainless steel motors

by force,” Erwin Fertig is convinced. Through the optimized design and the use

The AM8800 series supplements the highly dynamic servomotors from the

of high-quality materials, it has been possible to increase the energy efficiency

AM8000 series with a version that features a stainless steel finish and a new

by 10 % compared to conventional motors.

design type. Erwin Fertig says: “Our beautiful stainless steel motors have a fully

The “one-cable technology” can be termed as an absolute first. The power

‘Hygienic Design’ and are particularly suitable for use in the food manufacturing,

and feedback system are combined in a standard cable. “This is a huge benefit

chemical or pharmaceutical industries.” From the point of view of technology,

for the user,” Erwin Fertig continues. “If there are 20 motors in a machine, for

the stainless steel motor series is based on the AM8000 motor series, which is

example, then this approach saves 20 cables and 20 plug connections and the

supplied in an aluminum housing. However, the series has been supplemented

corresponding material and commissioning costs are reduced. And not only

with an all-stainless-steel housing in V4A, which was designed according to

that: the probability of possible contact errors is reduced by 50% as a result.”

FDA guidelines, and a stainless steel motor shaft. “This means that even ag-

According to Erwin Fertig, Beckhoff is the first company to bring this innovative

gressive fluids containing chlorine cannot harm our motors,” he explains and

“one-cable technology” onto the market.

adds: “Alternatives on the market are frequently offered only with a special

With the new “one-cable technology”, power and process data are trans-

paint finish, but that cannot withstand the harsh environmental conditions for

mitted in the standard motor cable. The encoder data, rotor position, multi-turn

long.” The Managing Director is certain that the motors with a stainless steel

information and the status of the thermal conditions in the motor are transmit-

housing will serve Beckhoff as a door opener to new markets, for example in

ted reliably and free from interference via a digital interface. This results in

the foods industry.

significant cost savings, since plug connectors and cables are eliminated at both

The new series encompasses four sizes, each with three overall lengths. The

the motor and the controller ends. “The technology has been very well received

power range extends from 1 - 14 Nm standstill torque. In designing the motor,

by the market,” Erwin Fertig says.

corners and edges were avoided and drill holes and screwed connections were

“The new servomotors are seamlessly integrated into the Beckhoff au-

largely dispensed with in order to prevent the accumulation of dirt. The flanges

tomation and drive system and the motor design can be optimized in many

were implemented in B5 form and are compatible to the AM8000-series flanges.

applications,” Erwin Fertig emphasizes. Until now the setting of the controller

This also simplifies the conversion of existing plants. “A special feature of the

parameters for servomotors has sometimes been a very tedious process. Today,

design is the notch, which prevents the transfer of heat between the motor and

with the built-in type plate, the controller automatically adjusts itself in 95% of

the gearbox,” explains Erwin Fertig.
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Power losses have been kept low by the optimum connection of the stators

theidenfeld.” However, Erwin Fertig can also imagine doing brand label and

to the stainless steel housing. This is remarkable, since the motors are used

OEM business with other automation and machine manufacturing companies.

without additional cooling and the thermal conductivity of stainless steel is

There have already been initial, promising discussions in this respect.

approx. 14 times lower than the aluminum housing of the motor in standard

Clearly communicated goals, visions and strategy are the basis for success

configuration. All servomotors are equipped with a sensor for temperature

for Erwin Fertig. “But there should also be a fun factor,” he adds. “Above all in

monitoring, which relays the data to the controller via the single cable. The data

Beckhoff we have a technology driver at our side that has clearly recognized

can be processed in the higher-level controller in such a way that the motor

the importance of its own drive technology and which is increasingly enjoying

can be controlled in relation to its temperature. This function is required when

setting its own unique approach in the market,” Erwin Fertig smiles.

processing easily perishable foods such as fish.

“Our vision is to develop the company into the fifth leading manufacturer

The stainless steel housing is resistant to scratches and mechanical damage.

of servomotors in Germany,” says Erwin Fertig and he closes by adding: “We

Equipped with IP 67 protection, optionally also IP 69K, the AM8800 motors are

have very clearly defined our standards and our goals and developed practical

even suitable for cleaning with high-pressure cleaners, which are commonly

strategies in order to achieve these goals.”

used in the food, chemical and pharmaceutical industries. Connection using
stainless steel, “hygienically designed” cable glands ensures the permanent

Published in etz magazine S1/2012, VDE-Verlag, www.etz.de

sealing integrity of the motors. “We have consciously dispensed with plug connectors, since these can never be 100% tight due to the high loads and thermal
expansion of the motors,” Erwin Fertig continues. “We use the foam braid in the
cable for the pressure compensation of the motor when it gets warm. The cable
is a standard version as with all other servomotors. A sealing air connection is
also offered in order to permanently avoid condensation.”
Goals, vision and strategy
Ambitious goals are connected with the new motors: this year 10,000 servomotors are already set to be produced at the site in Marktheidenfeld according
to Erwin Fertig. “In five years we expect between 50,000 and 100,000 motors
per year from our production,” the Managing Director adds. “The production
facilities for potting, injecting and packaging are already designed for this order
of magnitude. Of course, we have the requisite production know-how in Mark-

Further Information:
www.beckhoff.com/AM8000
www.beckhoff.com/AM8800
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German Aerospace Center (DLR) answers a question of
cosmic proportions: How much power does sunlight hold?

Embedded PC controls exact sun
tracking for Diskus solar concentrator
The Institute of Solar Research at the German Aerospace Center (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt
mfahrt - DLR) in Colognectricity, heat and fuels. A
Porz is engaged in the development and qualification of concentrating solar systems that generate electricity,
nsity that on one point,
parabolic mirror with a diameter of 1.5 m can concentrate the sun’s rays so precisely and to such intensity
he sunlight, with which
1 and 5 cent coins melted in a DLR experiment. This is caused by a 10,000-fold concentration of the
astounding temperatures of over 3000 °C can be created with this system.
Concentrating solar systems work on a large scale like burning glasses on a
small scale: they bundle solar radiation and produce heat. Solar thermal energy can be used for generating electricity, for direct application in technical
processes or for the production of fuels. In the context of research into point
and linear-focusing solar heat, the Diskus solar dish system (Dish mit kurzer
Brennweite zur Solarkonzentration - dish with short focal length for solar concentration) was developed at the DLR.
The parabolic mirror tracks the sun in two axes. The highly concentrated,
direct solar radiation at the focal point, in the range of 1 KW light power with
variable flux density, is thus available for different experiments and measurements. Temperatures of 3000 °C and energy flux densities of 10 MW/m² can
be achieved. The prerequisite for the functionality of the Diskus is the constant
precise alignment of the mirror to the sun.

In the context of research into point and linear-focusing solar heat, the Diskus solar dish
system (Dish mit kurzer Brennweite zur Solarkonzentration - dish with short focal length
for solar concentration) was developed at the DLR.
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Carsten Spenke, Institute of Solar Research, Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und
Raumfahrt e.V., in the Helmholtz community

The Institute of Solar Research at the DLR emerged from the DLR Institute of
Technical Thermodynamics in July 2011 as an independent facility. It is the
largest research organization in Germany engaged in the development of
concentrating solar systems in order to generate heat, electricity and fuels
for a sustainable energy supply for the Earth, with locations in ColognePorz, Stuttgart, Almería (Spain) and, since 2011, also in Jülich, Germany.
Po

Software function blocks ensure precise alignment
Sof
The heart of the control system is a Beckhoff CX5020 Embedded PC, which
handles all control functions. The position of the sun is calculated by means of
han
the software function block FB_SPA in the TwinCAT “Solar Position Algorithm”
library and is transferred to TwinCAT NC PTP for the control of the two stepper
libra
motors. With a motor current of up to 5 A, the EL7041 stepper motor terminals
mot
for the EtherCAT Terminal system enable sufficiently high dynamics of the selected drive solution. The actual positions of the two axes are fed back by two
lect
absolute rotary encoders mounted on the Diskus gearbox output. The encoders
abso
are directly connected to an EL5002 SSI interface EtherCAT Terminal. Numerous
EtherCAT Terminals are available for the acquisition of measuring data and offer
Ethe
the possibility to evaluate a large number of different signals. The user interface
was implemented via a Beckhoff CP6903 Control Panel with touch screen, which
suited for outdoor use thanks to IP 65 protection on the front side.
is ideally
id
The tracking accuracy was demonstrated at the “Tag der Luft- und Raumfahrt im DLR, Köln-Porz” (Aerospace Day at the DLR, Cologne-Porz) in Septemfahr
ber 2011. A container for coins was mounted at the focal point of the Diskus
beforehand. Visitors were able to have a hole melted in a coin whenever a break
befo
in the
th cloud cover allowed. The speed with which this happened demonstrated
the energy of the sunlight in impressive fashion.

Further Information:
www.dlr.de/sf
www.beckhoff.com/TwinCATSolarPosition
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Embedded PC as an open control platform for PLC, HMI, Motion Control and robotics

Fully automatic welding robots ensure
greater productivity and profitability

One of the major trends in automation is the increasing use of robots in order to increase production yields and to lower
costs. In its fully automated welding machine, the Texas company ARC Specialties combines the use of robotics with an open
PC- and EtherCAT-based control solution from Beckhoff to give its customers genuine competitive advantages.
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The robot welds the end ring to the cylinder.

The Houston, Texas-based ARC Specialties specializes in welding and cut-

welding systems are capable of very high quality work, but they are tradition-

ting machines, of which approximately 90 % are employed in the oil and

ally slower and require higher heat input,” explains John Martin. In order to

gas industries. ARC Specialties can count several globally-active oil and gas

increase the performance of plasma welding systems, ARC has developed a

OEMs headquartered in the Houston area as significant customers. “The

new welding process in the company’s own test laboratory – the TriPulse™

ARC Specialties team strives to manufacture best in class custom automa-

welding system, which is based on the tungsten inert gas (TIG) process. Tri-

tion equipment with standard, off-the-shelf technologies that ensure long-

Pulse™, in an ingenious approach, has three different pulse amperage levels,

term availability”, says John Martin, Sr. Project Manager, ARC Specialties.

which allows for higher deposition rates with a minimal increase in heat input.

“Our company’s control philosophy is centered on systems that are open by

“This allows us to achieve performance that is very similar to laser systems,

design,” adds Gary Ewin, Chief Electrical Designer, ARC Specialties. “Many

but with much less expensive plasma welding equipment”, says John Martin.

of our competitors manufacture their own proprietary controls, which can
be a fine solution for a few years, but several years later this can be a major

The new welding system was employed for the first time in the fully auto-

problem considering support and repairs needed to maintain the control

mated ARC-11RB robotic welding system for the assembly of fluid purification

system.”

products, which ARC was commissioned to develop by a large Texas-based
customer. In addition to boosting welding speed, all production processes

Innovative plasma welding process meets automation technol-

were fully automated: An overhead gantry crane takes a cut-to-length cylinder

ogy from Beckhoff

and places it into a set of fixturing jaws. At the same time the robot picks up

Many of ARC Specialties’ customers have been long-time users of plasma arc

an end ring from an infeed conveyor and places it into a second set of fixturing

welding solutions, which are considerably less expensive than laser welding

jaws. The robot then changes from a gripping tool to a torch and welds the end

systems, but cannot achieve their speed. “Of course, conventional plasma

ring to the cylinder; both fixtures are then opened and the overhead gantry
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The robot changes from a gripping tool to a torch.

crane removes the assembly. Subsequently, the cylinder is flipped by 180°

The CX1010 controls a Fanuc ArcMate M710IC-50 robot and a Lincoln Pow-

and the other end is inserted into the fixturing jaws, after which the process

erwave R350 welding power supply, which are connected seamlessly to the

is repeated. The finished product is then placed on an out-feed rack by the

Embedded PC via a DeviceNet master module. EtherCAT Terminals directly

overhead gantry crane. The entire process is completed within 1 - 2 minutes

coupled to the CX1010 are used as the I/O system. ARC Specialties uses the

depending on the size of the product.

EL403x analog EtherCAT output terminals for welding power supplies that
have no DeviceNet interface or for applications requiring extremely short

Embedded PC as an integrated control platform

response times.

The ARC-11RB robotic welding system is equipped with a Beckhoff CX1010
Embedded PC that features the Windows XP Embedded operating system

EtherCAT ensures greater efficiency

and TwinCAT NC PTP software. The compact, DIN rail-mountable Embedded

“With the high-performance of EtherCAT, we can monitor essentially

PC controls the entire application, including the overhead gantry crane, the

any drive parameters we want on the ARC-11RB,” says John Martin:

robot functions, the HMI, the induction heater, the starting and stopping of

“This decreased wiring and helped us more efficiently write our code to

the parts conveyor and all pneumatic processes.

handle custom applications. This is very important for ARC Specialties as
the majority of our business involves one of a kind, application-specific

“We write all of our own software for operator interface visualizations in

projects.”

Microsoft Visual Studio® and C#”, says John Martin: “This helps ARC Specialties give operators the familiarity and comfort of a Windows PC, but the

Despite the complexity of application, the control design for the new

specialization needed for custom equipment.” The system’s HMI elements

ARC11-RB welding robot took only four weeks. Construction and

communicate with the rest of the system using TwinCAT ADS.

assembly were completed in just three weeks. ARC Specialties achieves
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The robot picks up an end ring from an infeed conveyor.

diameter) is picked up by an overhead gantry crane and placed into the servoactuated fixturing jaws.

a 30% increase in production throughput compared to manual assembly

tions into Visual Studio® as a single software environment. Considering

due to the fully automated fixturing. “Only the loading and unloading

the performance and price improvements we’ve already made, the major-

of the work pieces still takes place manually”, John Martin stresses.

ity of our machines and robots will be equipped with Beckhoff controls

“In addition, by using EtherCAT, we save approximately one hour

into the foreseeable future.”

per axis in wiring time on account of the simple topology. Fewer components and more compact designs also permit the use of smaller control
cabinets.”
John Martin sees a further advantage in the Windows-based PC controller: “Our customers can easily and securely connect Beckhoff controls to
their local area network for remote access and using services like
WebEx, for example. Remote control allows us to support machines
anywhere in the world, to troubleshoot and to rectify faults by modifying the software. That saves both us and our customers considerable
expense.”
John Martin sees still further potential for the cooperation between
ARC Specialties and Beckhoff with the release of TwinCAT 3: “We are
excited about the integration of machine programming and HMI visualiza-

Further Information:
www.arcspecialties.com
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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Interview with Managing Director Graham Harris

Beckhoff USA:
a success story

Beckhoff Automation LCC, based in Minneapolis, Minnesota, was founded in 1999. Beckhoff’s decision to try and “conquer” the
North American market with its PC-based control philosophy was trend-setting for the company, which today has more than 30
branch offices worldwide. After around 13 years, Beckhoff is well-established in the North American automation market and is
enjoying successful growth. PC Control spoke to Graham Harris, Managing Director of Beckhoff USA, about the development of
the American subsidiary and the future prospects for the company.
Over the years Beckhoff Automation LLC has become an established

technical support and the passion to provide the ideal solutions for our custom-

and innovative automation company and has been the Beckhoff

ers are the basis for our success and growth.

subsidiary with the highest sales growth for several years. How
did Beckhoff manage to gain a foothold in the rather conservative

What strategy did Beckhoff use to establish itself in the North

North American automation market?

American market?

Graham Harris: Beckhoff USA was established in 1999 by Gerd Hoppe and

Graham Harris: The change in strategy in 2002 was a key factor when the

Jörg Rottkord. The two colleagues from the German head office started by

company decided to establish a direct sales channel rather than going through

looking for business premises and staff in Minneapolis and began to establish

distribution. This was a very different approach from the traditional sales ap-

distribution channels for the Beckhoff products. This formed the cornerstone for

proach in North America. Due to the large distances that must be traveled in

the business development in North America . In 2003, when I took on the post of

North America we therefore opted for a strategy that involved opening a num-

Managing Director of Beckhoff USA, the two-man startup business had grown

ber of direct local sales and application offices. In addition to our headquarters

into a company with 22 staff. Currently we have 87 staff. Right from the start

in Burnsville, a suburb of Minneapolis, Minnesota we now have 19 local offices

Beckhoff USA enjoyed substantial revenue growth. The annual growth rate was

in 11 states, including San Diego, California; Seattle, Washington; Charlotte,

25% on average, so that our revenues increased tenfold. Our overall sales in

North Carolina, and Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. As a result we are within easy

2011 totaled $49.5 million (approx. 36.3 million euro).

reach of our customers and can offer industry-leading application support. Also,

As a result of the company’s investment in its personnel, Beckhoff USA

in Canada we recently established a new regional headquarters sales office in

has become established as a highly innovative automation provider in the US,

Mississauga, Ontario. In order to meet the rising demand for well-trained service

Canada and Mexico and has received several awards for its excellent products

staff and local sales and technical support we will establish further technical

and technical support. The combination of advanced technology, comprehensive

centers in Chicago, Illinois, and York, Pennsylvania, during 2012.
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Graham Harris, Managing Director
of Beckhoff Automation LLC

The sales engineers and technical staff
of Beckhoff North America at a sales
meeting in Austin, Texas

Which sectors do your customers mainly come from?

Another factor in addition to the technical features and benefits of our technology is, naturally, the price. With our integrated control solution – involving less

Graham Harris: The North American automation market is quite varied, and

hardware and lower engineering costs – we have extremely competitive offer-

with our PC-based control technology we serve a wide range of applications

ings. In addition, we also offer outstanding service, both for machines made in

and industries. The main areas of application include plastic injection mold-

the US and for imported machines that are equipped with Beckhoff controllers.

ing, metal forming, metal machining, high-speed assembly, material handling,

After all, North America is among the main importers of machines from Europe

and test installations. We operate in a wide range of sectors, including the

and Asia. Our service teams and application engineers support our sales staff in

food, beverage and packaging industries, medical technology, pharmaceutical

many ways and are crucial for Beckhoff’s success in the market.

industry, printing, automotive, aviation, semiconductor, photovoltaic, water and
wastewater technology, entertainment engineering and building automation -

What are your next objectives?

to name but a few.
Graham Harris: We can look back on 10 exciting and challenging years. We
How does Beckhoff USA position itself vis-à-vis the competition?

have achieved rapid growth in a slowly changing market, and I am convinced
that we can expand our market share in the North American automation market

Graham Harris: The variety of applications and sectors provide a constant

further. My aim is to double the sales of Beckhoff Automation LLC over the next

challenge for our sales engineers to develop even better solutions for our cus-

five years. We are currently investing in a new, custom-designed building for

tomers, in order to increase their competitiveness. This is an important aspect,

our head office in Savage, Minnesota which will significantly expand our office

since the North American market tends to respond more conservatively than

and storage space in line with our growth. The ambitious project with 27,000 ft²

the European market. That is, our average customer doesn’t necessarily regard

(2,250 m²) of office space and 20,000 ft² (1,800 m²) of storage space offers

the application of new, innovative technologies as an answer to all production

adequate room for further expansion.

requirements. The top goal is always to increase productivity. This doesn’t just
relate to increased throughput during production, but also to avoiding wasted
resources, reducing downtime and energy consumption as well as increasing
flexibility and access to a wide range of automatically logged operational data,
which must be transmitted to internal systems. Our challenge is to demonstrate
with a solid business case that Beckhoff systems are the solution to most, if not
all, of these needs.

Further Information:
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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Optimized production of canned fruit and vegetables

McCall Farms installed CP7702
stainless steel Panel PCs with 15-inch
touch screens throughout the plant.
The stainless steel Panels with IP 65
protection feature virtually gapless
housing design with flush-mounted
touch panels and are tailored to
control tasks under strict hygiene
requirements, such as in food production.

Stainless steel Panel PCs help
ensure hygiene standards in the food industry
McCall Farms, manufacturer of Southern-style foods including canned fruits and vegetables as well as heat and serve meals,
has been enjoying significant growth since 2006. In order to keep up with the still growing demand, the company has
installed a new automated spice blending facility and kettle room with control technology from Beckhoff. Stainless steel
Panel PCs with gapless housing design ensure compliance with the high hygiene standards in the food processing industry.
Helping to keep culinary traditions alive, McCall Farms based in Effingham,

McCall Farms found the answer in the Beckhoff CP7702 stainless steel

South Carolina, provides a full line of canned fruits and vegetables and

Panel PCs with Intel® Atom™ processors. “The IP 65 panels with 15-inch

packaged meals under the Margaret Holmes brand. With the help of some

touch screens are able to withstand the production environment with its

very modern automation technology, the heritage of wholesome foods

high water vapor and steam content. In some cases they are even installed

started back in 1838 continues to this day. “Since 2006 we have tripled our

directly above the kettles in which the vegetables and fruit are prepared”,

production output from 34,000 tons to more than 113,000 tons per year”,

explained Jeff Crisp. “Since the stainless steel panels aren’t painted and

said Jeff Crisp, Maintenance Manager, McCall Farms.

won’t rust, there is no chance of any particles falling into the food process.
In addition, the gapless case design prevents contaminant deposits.”

Beckhoff stainless steel Panel PCs meet the high hygiene standards in the food industry

Recipe management from the operating panel

McCall Farms must meet FDA inspection guidelines and everything in the

Systems integration firm, Manufacturing Automation was brought in to

company’s food processing area must be able to withstand wash-down

help automate the new spice mixing room and integrate stainless steel

procedures. The environment is highly corrosive because of salt and other

equipment. The AdvancedHMI software designed for McCall Farms is based

spices, which is why only stainless steel equipment is used. “I wanted mod-

on Microsoft .NET technology. Operation takes place via three stainless

ern, rugged and powerful stainless steel panels that can thrive in our chal-

steel Panels: one of these is the kettle room HMI which shows production

lenging plant environment. In addition to the physical requirements of the

details for each kettle such as the temperature, fluid and salt levels, pump

panel, we sought a solution with Windows XP Embedded, because with this

status, etc. Another HMI allows operators to select recipes and assign them

operating system we can run essentially any HMI we want.”

to specific kettles. The third HMI is used in the blending room to control
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feeders that handle and blend a variety of spices. “The new user interface

food. “We use a Beckhoff KL5101 incremental encoder interface terminal

virtually eliminates human operator error”, said Archie Jacobs, Owner of

to gather spice measurements and to accurately monitor our recipes”,

Manufacturing Automation.

explained Jeff Crisp.

PC-based control: the key ingredient for food processing and

ponents throughout, McCall Farms also managed to optimize the produc-

packaging

tion through the introduction of PC- and EtherCAT-based control for spice

All production areas at McCall Farms, including spice mixing, food cooking,

blending. This means less wasted raw materials and considerable savings of

can filling and sealing, stacking, casing and palletizing are controlled by

several thousand dollars per day, according to Crisp. In addition, we saved

Beckhoff Embedded PCs with integrated Bus Terminals. In an upstairs level

a significant amount of programming time by utilizing existing software

of the plant, the dry spice ingredients are mixed. Downstairs in the kettle

libraries.

In addition to succeeding in implementing stainless steel control com-

room, liquid ingredients are added, which include a salt and vinegar mix
and liquid sugar. Both production areas are controlled independently via
Beckhoff CX1020 Embedded PCs. Communication takes place via Ethernet,
based on TwinCAT ADS functionality.
The kettle room was recently converted over from PROFIBUS to EtherCAT
networking. The BK1120 EtherCAT Bus Coupler allows McCall Farms to
continue using the original Beckhoff Bus Terminals where necessary. The
spice room also features 15 variable frequency drives that communicate
with the Embedded PC via the KL6041Bus Terminal, supported by the
TwinCAT PLC Modbus RTU software library. “This simple solution eliminated
a great deal of hardware and wiring expense”, said Archie Jacobs. Speed
monitoring of the variable frequency drives also takes place via the Bus
Terminals: by counting the revolutions on the spice room conveyors the
McCall Farms system precisely measures the amount of spices added to the

Further Information:
www.mccallfarms.com
www.mfgcontrol.com
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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Treatment room with patient table and
retracted verification system on the ceiling

Beckhoff Embedded PC and TwinCAT CNC control complex movement mechanics for cancer treatment system

Patient positioning with high
accuracy of ± 0.3 mm

Local cancer treatment methods include X-ray treatment with photons and irradiation with protons. In both techniques the
direction of the beam can be determined accurately. With proton irradiation, the irradiation range can be controlled more
precisely, thereby minimizing the harm to the surrounding healthy body tissue. During this procedure the positioning of the
patient plays a key role in the treatment.
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A synchrotron accelerates the protons to 60 % of the speed of light (180,000 km/s,

was treated successfully in October 2011” said Thomas Niederhammer from

equivalent to 250 MeV of kinetic energy), which can penetrate the body up

Odevis Automation. The control program was written in the programming

to 38 cm deep. If the irradiation target, i.e. the tumor, is closer to the surface,

language ST (Structured Text), one of several available IEC 6131-3 languages.

the protons have to be slowed down so that they stop right inside the tumor,

A Beckhoff CP7911 Control Panel with DVI/USB interface and custom-

where they deposit their maximum dose and activate their cancer-killing effect.

ized keypad serves as user interface. The HMI application software, written in

Targeted bundling of the proton energy reduces the total radiation dose in the

C# by Odevis, uses the TwinCAT ADS communication interface as a data link

healthy tissue to a third or less (depending on the respective tumor geometry)

for control purposes. The connection to the Panel in the treatment room with

compared with X-ray treatment with the same tumor dose, i.e. in the area be-

a DVI/USB interface and a cable length of more than 20 m was achieved

fore the tumor the dose is low, in the area after the tumor the patient remains

using a CU8810 DVI splitter from Beckhoff. TwinCAT ADS was also used to link

radiation-free. This requires exact positioning of the patient and equipment with

a second user interface in the local control room with the CX1030.

high repeat accuracy.

The DIN rail-mountable CX controller enables direct connection of all
signals via EtherCAT Terminals. EtherCAT is also used for the communica-

Embedded PC as controller, Control Panel as interface unit

tion with the drives. In addition to various digital and analog I/O modules,

The National Centre for Oncological Hadron Therapy (CNAO) in Pavia,

EL6021 EtherCAT Terminals are used for serial communication with a barcode

Italy, commissioned the Swiss company Schär Engineering AG to develop

reader and EL500x SSI encoders are used for measuring the axis positions,

a movable patient table with six degrees of freedom. This enables the

as are terminals for weight measuring.

patient to be positioned in the fixed-beam treatment rooms with an accuracy
of ± 0.3 mm.

TwinCAT CNC: transformation with simulation

The project was realized in cooperation between Schär AG, who was

Beckhoff developed the complex kinematic forward and backward transforma-

responsible for the mechanical design and implementation, and Odevis

tions for the positioning according to the client’s specifications and made them

Automation AG, who developed the electrical concept and the control software.

available as CNC transformations. This enables the position and orientation of

A Beckhoff CX1030 Embedded PC with TwinCAT CNC functionality was used

a defined point on the patient table to be transferred to the ISO beam center

to realize the complex control tasks and the transformation of the mechan-

of the room coordinate system in the treatment room through Cartesian target

ics into movements of the individual axes. “One of the reasons for bringing

point specification. In addition, a mechanics simulation model was developed

in Beckhoff was the complex transformation of the mechanical motion to

for internal software tests.

the corresponding axes. The project started in 2007, and the first patient

X-ray verification with table

X-ray verification with chair
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Exact positioning of the patient relative to the treatment beam
For proton therapy, precise positioning of the patient is essential and is ensured
by various means: a table that can be customized for individual patients, highprecision positioning of the patient table in the ISO center of the treatment
beam, and X-ray-aided position control. The robust design of the patient table
enables patients weighing up to 200 kg (440 lbs) to be treated while reclining
on a table or sitting on a chair. The position of the treatment area must be
maintained with high precision. The maximum permitted deviation relative to
the room coordinates is ± 0.3 mm.
In order to achieve this, the patient table/chair is calibrated precisely.
The mechanical position is corrected such that it is absolutely identical to the
position in the room coordinate system. The spring deflections arising from the
position of the patient on the table or the chair and their weight also have to
be corrected via the software.
The extendable X-ray verification system also operates within a precision
window of less than ± 0.1 mm. Additional visual position monitoring is facilitated by a system with three cameras that check the patient position via markers.
Treatment procedure with remote operator interface
Before the radiation treatment commences any deviations of the tumor relative
to the CT are detected with the aid of a verification system and compensated
via the patient table. To this end, the X-ray panels must be extended via the operating panel. Once the alignment is approved, the treatment is carried out and
a correction vector for the tumor is calculated in an external software platform.
Any deviation is then compensated via the patient table. Part of the treatment
is carried out from a control room located opposite the treatment room. The
medical staff is in contact with the patient at all times via cameras and radio.

Beckhoff CP7911 Control Panel with emergency stop button and customized keypad

Operation in the control room takes place via the HMI on a standard PC, which
communicates with the controller via ADS and a control box with two-hand
operation which mimics the two-hand operation on the operating panel in the
treatment room.
Embedded PC control system with numerous monitoring functions

Control room

Treatment room

In addition to a Pilz safety controller, the Beckhoff Embedded PC control system
features a range of monitoring functions. All shaft encoders at the individual
axes are implemented with redundancy and are monitored for different functions. Collision monitoring takes place via digital signal transducers and a
programmed 3D object and room monitoring system ensures that the system

HMI

X-ray
veriﬁcation

CX1030 with Operating
pan l
TwinCAT CNC panel

is safe.
TwinCAT ADS communication
Schematic system configuration with the control room and treatment room

Further Information:
www.odevis.com
www.cnao.it
www.schaer-engineering.ch
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Embedded PCs control hydraulic press:
Optimized production process through software-based PID control

Fast and precise pressure control
increases quality of ceramic tiles
A boom in the real estate market and increased construction of large public buildings
has triggered an increasing demand for high-quality ceramic tiles in China. Foshan
Henglitai Machinery Co. Ltd. is among the largest manufacturers of ceramic presses in
China. Henglitai has implemented a PC-based controller from Beckhoff in its newlydeveloped type YP4200 hydraulic press. Through the use of EtherCAT and the TwinCAT
Hydraulic software library, the press is easier to adjust and produces more tiles in a
higher quality than previous models.
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The basic material for the ceramic production is clay, to which various other

or broken. In order to avoid this, the ejector must perform all movements both

minerals are added. The production process for the ceramic tiles is roughly

quickly and evenly. The demanded accuracy is 0.1 mm.

divided into grinding, compacting, sintering and polishing. The ceramic press

The production of each tile requires three to five pressing and de-aeration

from Henglitai is used for the press forming of the dry ceramic material: The

operations. Low, medium and high pressures are defined for this in succession

prepared powder is filled into a frame, fed into the machine and compacted

for individually specified times with the aid of a proportional valve with a toler-

by a vertically incoming piston at high pressure. The pore volume is reduced

ance of 0.5 bar. (see figure 1)

using this procedure, wherein the air contained in the material is pressed out.

The functions mentioned are usually digitally controlled and thereby attain a

After repeated de-aeration and compaction with increasing pressing power, the

limited repeatability. The new press from Henglitai enables accurate movements

powder material is solidified into a tile blank, which is removed from the press

of the press piston and the ejector as well as precise control of the pressing pow-

and transported to the kiln.

er and the time. The quality of the tiles can be significantly increased as a result.

Precise control of powerful forces

Hydraulic axis control with “TwinCAT PLC Hydraulic Positioning”

The ceramic press controller must master the following requirements: The exact

saves adjustment work

movement and the precise pressure control of the press piston as well as the

In order to achieve complete de-aeration, the movements of the press piston

movement of the ejector.

and the ejector are precisely controlled. The valve opening is thereby set by the

The tasks of the press piston, which weighs around 10 tons, include the fast
movement for opening and closing the press. This heavy weight has to traverse

cylinder position. For ceramic presses it is crucial to implement this interaction
between cylinder movement and valve control with high accuracy.

a distance of 150 mm in only 600 ms in order to drive accurately to the target

The pressure control is provided by means of the fast, precise control of a

position. For the de-aeration, the press piston must perform precise strokes of

proportional valve, in order to adjust the demanded operating points on the

0.5 to 2.0 mm with an accuracy of 0.5 mm.

pressure curve of the valve opening. Oscillation around the set value is not

The ejector is lowered with the powder packet into the working position and

permissible.

raised for the withdrawal of the pressed product. Since the tile has not yet been

In designing the Motion Control algorithms, Henglitai decided on a concept

fired, it consists only of compacted powder and can very easily be scratched

that deviates from the usual PID structure. Classically, the PID controller adjusts
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Piston move upper
position for ejectiong

Press piston
Ceramic
powder
Ejector
Figure 1: The production of each tile requires three to five pressing and de-aeration operations. Low, medium and
high pressures are defined for this in succession with the aid of a proportional valve with a tolerance of 0.5 bar

Pset
T1

Traditional PID
Pressure control with
Beckhoff Hydraulic Library

T2
T2

t

Figure 2: Actual pressure curve while changing the set pressure value (red). After changing the set pressure values,
the plant can attain the set value with a deviation of < 0.5 bar during the current process cycle.

itself independently to the set value and works very precisely. However, it

EtherCAT improves accuracy and increases productivity

initially goes through a transient phenomenon , which often leads to overshoot-

A Beckhoff CX1010 Embedded PC with integrated TwinCAT PLC control soft-

ing. An overshoot-free behavior can be attained through the choice of suitable

ware serves as the control platform for the ceramic press. The controller needs

parameters, but this leads to sluggish control. (see figure 2) To make matters

only 39.5 μs in order to execute 5000 lines of program code with mixed opera-

more difficult, the determination of suitable parameters requires great expert

tions (including floating point calculation). Thanks to EtherCAT, the real-time

knowledge and is time-consuming.

Ethernet fieldbus, the signals from pressure sensors, the control signals of the

The manufacture of ceramic tiles requires precise pressure control in a fixed

proportional valve and other switching signals are updated within 100 μs.

and defined minimum time; falling short of this time leads to raw materials

The test results show that the pressure control deviation of the new presses

waste in the form of scrap. Therefore, the controller parameters are selected in

developed by Henglitai is less than 0.5 bar, in other words it has been reduced

such a way that the operator achieves the shortest possible cycle times without

by 50 % compared to the earlier types of press (with smallest error: 1.0 bar).

falling short of the necessary pressure values or minimum pressing time. The

The complete execution of the stroke (150 mm) requires only 550 ms, which –

special pressure control modules developed using the Beckhoff “TwinCAT PLC

compared with the 600 ms required until now – corresponds to an 8 % increase

Hydraulic Positioning” software library automatically calculate the parameters

in productivity. At the same time, reducing the number of setting parameters has

for controlling the proportional valve with each change of the set value. As a

significantly simplified and accelerated machine operation.

result, the machine operator is saved from having to perform the difficult and
time-consuming setting of the parameters.
The open structure of TwinCAT and its integration with a standard Microsoft
operating system allow the necessary leeway for future requirements. The acquisition of quality data or the integration of the press into a production cell or line
can be accomplished comfortably. Integrated Condition Monitoring functionality for monitoring the oil quality and mechanical elements, such as the pump
and other structural parts, is possible without external modules. Sensors are
connected directly and the evaluation is performed by the machine controller.

Further Information:
www.hlt.cc
www.beckhoff.com.cn
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Pattyn Packing Lines uses Beckhoff
control technology throughout system

Perfection in a box:
bag-in-box foodstuff packaging
As is the case with mechanical engineering in general, packaging machines are subject to increasingly higher customer requirements with regard to speed, flexibility and costs. In practice this means that the machine manufacturer must keep step with the
respective market developments in order to survive in the competitive marketplace. Belgian packaging machine manufacturer
Pattyn Packing Lines relies on a high degree of automation for its advanced foodstuff packaging machines. The company balances performance and cost on the basis of state-of-the-art PC-based control technology.

Packaging must fulfill various requirements, so that consumers receive

control systems. “Over and above that, a packaging machine must integrate

packaged products fresh and in perfect condition. The Belgian packaging

itself seamlessly into the production process so that no goods tailbacks oc-

machine specialist Pattyn Packing Lines, which is based in Bruges, designs

cur leading to bottlenecks”, explains Joeri Haegebaert, Software Manager

and produces fully automatic bag-in-box packaging machines for the pack-

and Quality Inspector at Pattyn Packing Lines, and he adds: “In addition,

aging of bulk goods: foodstuffs ranging from fish, deep-frozen bread or

our customers can choose between standard machines or solutions tailored

vegetables and semi-liquid products, such as oils, greases or liquid sugar, to

precisely to their needs.”

powders and granulates, all of which can be packed hygienically and freshly
using a bag-in-box package.

With the new Ceflex-21, Pattyn combines the proven technologies of
carton forming by vacuum suction and bag insertion into a single, compact
machine, thus combining two significant processes. First of all the carton is

Trends in packaging solutions:

isolated, fixed by vacuum suction, opened and the base flap is folded over and

compact, efficient and multi-functional

glued. Subsequently, film grippers pull the bag off the roll, open it and place

The requirements for packaging machines essentially follow the general me-

it precisely inside the carton. The perfectly controlled bag enables the reduc-

chanical engineering trends: modular concepts, adaptability, ease of main-

tion of bag dimensions, resulting in film savings of up to 30%. The compact

tenance, reliability, high ease of operation and universal high-performance

Ceflex-21 has an impressive production capacity of 12 cartons per minute.
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Beckhoff EtherCAT Box modules with
IP 67 protection allow use directly on
the machine

(from left) Joeri Haegebaert, Software
Manager and Quality Tester at Pattyn
Mechanical grippers pull the film

Packing Lines, in conversation with Ste-

bag off the roll, open it and place

ven De Vlaminck, Sales Manager from

it precisely inside the carton.

Beckhoff Belgium

The integrated bag-in-box packaging machine is controlled by the

Pattyn Packing Lines, based in Bruges, Belgium is a family-owned business

Beckhoff CX1010 Embedded PC with directly connected EtherCAT Terminals.

with over 30 years of experience in packaging machines based on the bag-

In addition to the standard I/O terminals, the Beckhoff EL7041 and EL7031

in-box principle. The company offers complete solutions – from the carton

stepper motor terminals are used to control the Stepper Motors. “The

erecter, bag placer and filler to the bag and carton closer. The foodstuffs

Ceflex-21 clearly benefits from the modern drive and control solutions. The

are thereby counted, weighed, filled and packed in cartons or crates with a

rigid compressed-air driven systems for carton forming and the opening

made-to-measure inner bag. The company constantly invests in the devel-

and insertion of the bags are replaced today by flexible systems driven by

opment of new technologies and machines which ensure a high degree of

Stepper Motors. The Stepper Motor exhibits a favorable torque behaviour

automation and provide all-round protection for the product.

for such applications”, explains Joeri Haegebaert. The compact packaging
module can be integrated easily into the fully automated Pattyn packaging
line or the customer’s existing packaging line.
The customer expects openness
“The pressure on machine manufacturers is continually growing. Increasingly complex functions must be implemented with ever increasing efficiency.
In addition to that, it is important to find the correct price-to-performance
ratio. That can only be achieved with a high degree of automation”, says
Joeri Haegebaert. “We decided to utilize Beckhoff’s PC-based control technology because it gives us a number of advantages here: On the one hand,
other vendors’ systems and devices can be integrated without any problems;
on the other, the openness of the PC controller makes it easier for us to
manufacture custom machines. Also, our customers value the possibility to
log directly into a PC environment.”
Considering the experience that Pattyn has gained over the past few
years with Beckhoff control technology, the company has decided to equip
its entire machine portfolio with it. “The touch screens will also be sourced
from Beckhoff in the future”, says Joeri Haegebaert.

Further Information:
www.pattyn.com
www.beckhoff.be
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Embedded PC controls double bending machine

Maximum precision and speed
in production of profiles
Complex nine-axis CNC machines can be automated in the best possible manner with the
compact Embedded PCs of the CX series from Beckhoff. This fact is proven by the bending machines made by the Swiss company Thalmann AG, which have been equipped with
Beckhoff control technology since 2010. The open PC- and EtherCAT-based control platform
provides greater flexibility when implementing customer enhancements, which also results
in improved accuracy and increased production speed.
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TD-150 double bender: Thalmann’s control-shaft technology ensures
highly accurate bending results. The double bender achieves accuracies
of up to ± 0.5° (± 1° with basic models) at a maximum bending angle of
up to 143° and, thanks to high-performance hydraulics, amazingly needs
just three seconds for the combined outward- and return stroke.

Based in Frauenfeld, Switzerland, Thalmann Maschinenbau AG specializes

Among its clientele, Thalmann serves small craft businesses as well as large

in sheet metal bending. Introduced to the market in 1960, the first hand-

industrial operations. “For example, an industrial sheet-metal processor uses

operated machines were followed by hydraulically driven and combined

our double bending machine to produce generator cladding panels, and sound-

machines for cutting and bending sheet metal. Today, the company offers a

insulation panels for ICE train routes. But a small sheet-metal-working company

comprehensive range of standard and special machines for forming sheet metal

buys the same machine, because they make custom facade panels and need

up to 18.2 m long and with a bending capacity for sheet steel up to 3 mm in

the functionality of the double bender,” explains Marco Cappello, Global Sales,

thickness (400 N/mm²).

Thalmann Maschinenbau.
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Higher complexity than meets the eye:

complexity of modern machines necessitated a generational change in the

the double bending process for sheet-metal forming

control system. Our choice to utilize the Beckhoff solution was based on the

The swing-folding process is used to produce edge bends on flat sheet metal

fact, among others, that Beckhoff could offer a hydraulic-software library. When

and to produce profiles. It is a gentle processing technique in which the bending

you have to drive three servomotor axes and then up to six additional hydraulic

beam rolls upwards about its pivot point and on the material, without damag-

axes, that is a big advantage.”

ing the surface of the sheet. A bending machine usually consists of a bottom
beam on which the sheet lies, a top beam that clamps the sheet on the bending

Patrick Ruf, software programmer at Regatron, cites further arguments for the

edge against the lower beam, and a bending beam that is moved upwards and

Beckhoff technology. “The CX1020 Embedded PCs make it possible to build an

ultimately bends the sheet metal to the required angle.

affordable, scalable, and technically high-quality control system. Suitable Servo
Drives and analog Bus Terminals are available to drive the axes. In addition, we

Thalmann’s type TC and TD double benders are equipped with two bending

can be very flexible with regard to the building of the control solution and can

beams; the sheets can be bent upwards and downwards without needing to

choose from a large variety of signals. The control solution is also extendable

be turned or swiveled during the bending process. This speeds up the bending

when customer-specific requirements must be implemented, for example. The

process and increases the machine’s throughput considerably. A total of nine

software also offers the corresponding flexibility; we use the Beckhoff automa-

axes must be controlled in the double bender.

tion software TwinCAT NC PTP. We can continue to use our existing Windowsbased user interface without any problems. We were able to adapt it to the

CX Embedded PC implements complex CNC functions

control system without any big changes by using TwinCAT ADS.”

The automation of the Thalmann machines was managed by Regatron AG from
Rorschach, Switzerland, with whom Thalmann has worked successfully for 25

Integrated safety technology

years. “The first control systems that we built, which are still in operation, were

“Of course, an important aspect of the control solution for bending machines

based on a hardware PLC,” reports Felix Lanter, Head of Development - Control

is operator safety,” says Stefan Kern. In order to meet the requirements of the

and Drive Technology, Regatron AG. However, Regatron employed the first PC-

machinery safety standard, Thalmann uses the Beckhoff EL6900 Safety PLC

based control systems with MS DOS computers as early as 1991, and the first

terminal, which is seamlessly integrated into the EtherCAT Terminal system. This

Industrial PC (IPC) with Windows and Ethernet followed in 2003. “We moved

TwinSAFE solution is certified for applications up to SIL 3 according to IEC 61508

over to the Beckhoff technology in 2010,” says Felix Lanter. “The increased

and DIN EN ISO 13849 PLe. Safety functions such as emergency stop, safety

Patrick Ruf, Software Programmer from Regatron,

On all Thalmann machines, a laser barrier system ensures

at the operating panel of the Thako bending machine

maximum safety in the working area.
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door monitoring, two-hand control, etc. are simple to select and combine. They

EtherCAT Servo Drives: dynamics under control

are conveniently configured in the standard TwinCAT System Manager and run

The servomotor-driven axes of the bending machines are controlled by AX5000

on the same PC platform as the machine program. The safety functions can be

EtherCAT drives from Beckhoff. For the servomotors, Thalmann uses the AM3000

linked to the machine program, but are independent of it.

series of pole-wound motors from Beckhoff. The hydraulic valves are controlled
via EL4001 EtherCAT analog output terminals. The positions of axes are deter-

Scaling with a sense of proportion

mined, and the angular positions are measured, using EL5001 digital absolute

For machine manufacturer Thalmann, the focus is always on the customer. There

rotary encoder terminals.

is therefore no traditional standard machine, but mainly custom machines that
take the customer’s requirements into account and vary with regard to size,

Numerous monitoring functions are also incorporated in the machine program-

length, functionality, etc. “The range of customer requirements make it neces-

ming, and these ensure trouble-free operation. In the case of the hydraulic oil,

sary for us to use suitably adaptable components, systems and control systems,”

for example, its temperature is monitored, the flow rate is measured and the oil

explains Marco Cappello. Chief designer Stefan Kern also shares this view. “The

filters are checked. “A great advantage of the Beckhoff Bus Terminals is that we

complexity of the machine and the control system must be exactly matched to

can use them to control almost everything,” says Felix Lanter.

each other. At the moment we are working on a project where, because of costs,
we have to dispense with certain features. This has resulted in our basic version

Remote maintenance and diagnostics, a new possibility

with a smaller, more targeted range of functions.”

Thalmann AG sells its bending machines worldwide. In this context, the potential
service options for PC-controlled machines are interesting. “While Thalmann

This concept also has implications for the control solution, i.e. the range of

practiced traditional service in the past, a web-based remote service, in par-

requirements for the machine must be reflected in the programming. “On

ticular for the double bending machines, could be an interesting alternative,”

the other hand, we intend to maintain uniform design as much as possible,”

notes Marco Cappello.

explains software specialist Patrick Ruf. “We have taken some care to design
the structure of the control solution in such a way that we can easily expand
the area of any individual function. We also try to make all machines compatible with one another, so that even the oldest machine can be supplied with
an update.”

Interchangeable gripper fingers individually adapted to customer needs or to the bending
programs: this shows a stop finger for a very small contact area on the sheet.

Further Information:
www.thalmann-ag.ch
www.beckhoff.ch
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State-of-the-art energy and space management in Austria’s Ferry Porsche Congress Center

The best among
the congress centers

The modern architecture of the building, consisting of two interpenetrating cuboids, was designed by the two German architectural firms Perler &
Scheurer and Giesecke & Schetter. The FPCC facility opened in 2007 after a
construction period of just 14 months.

The Ferry Porsche Congress Center in Zell am See, Austria is an excellent example of how buzz words like comfort factor, energy efficiency
and sustainability are not always empty promises. The multi-functional
building has room for up to a thousand visitors and impresses event
and conference managers with its almost unlimited flexibility in space
configuration. The prerequisite for this is an innovative building control
system, which was implemented with intelligent, integral building automation technology throughout from Beckhoff.
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Photo: Ferry Porsche Congress Center
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Opened in summer 2007 after a construction phase lasting just 14 months,

Improved energy and management efficiency

the Ferry Porsche Congress Center (FPCC) wins visitors over with its concept

The basis of this flexibility is the building automation – which is where the

of modern architecture, innovative technology, flexible interior layout. “The

automation expertise from Beckhoff factors in. “With the Beckhoff system,

FPCC offers more than 2,100 square meters of space for concerts, confer-

the building technician has at their disposal an array of tools with which

ences or private parties,” says Alexander Höller, Managing Director of the

they can make each individual discipline such as the HVAC, lighting, shading

Ferry Porsche Congress Center. “Thanks to sliding walls, up to 32 different

etc. communicate with one another and interconnect intelligently,” explains

room configurations are possible, ranging from 33 m² as the smallest unit

Christian Pillwein, Head of Building Automation at Beckhoff Austria, detail-

up to 1,200 m² as the largest,” reports Alexander Höller. “The environment

ing the advantages of the PC- and Ethernet-based solution. “With the FPCC,

in each room can be individually controlled, from the lighting, to the ventila-

we wanted to plan and build an exceptionally efficient building. For me, the

tion, and to the provision of shade. The FPCC building is essentially a dream,

point was not to have as much technology as possible, but only as much

the envy of many in the industry.”

technology as necessary,” comments Claus Salzmann, Proprietor of the
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planning office ETS and responsible for the planning of the FPCC. “In many

that the system works, is easy to use and is equipped for the future;

buildings, widely differing HVAC and electrical systems are used in parallel,

in other words, that it can be extended,” says Alexander Höller from the

which creates additional costs in the areas of energy and management.

FPCC. To ensure this flexibility and ease of use, a modern and intelligent

Starting with the lighting, continuing with the ventilation and the access

building-management system is needed. The control platform consists of

control and right up to the stage technology, our aim was to automate

five CX1000 Embedded PCs from Beckhoff, to which the Bus Terminals

comprehensively, to monitor, and thereby to optimize.”

are directly connected. A total of 5,800 software data points are captured.
The building network is entirely Ethernet-based. The numerous interfaces

This was made possible by perfect interplay between all the participants:

in the Beckhoff Bus Terminal system enable almost all building bus systems

investors, building operators, and architects, the planner Claus Salzmann,

to be connected, such as EIB/KNX, MP-Bus, DALI, RS-485, etc. The operator

Schubert Electroanlagen GmbH, who performed the work on site, ABM

or user of the building therefore has the complete flexibility to implement

Systems, who took over the programming and visualization, and Beckhoff as

additional improvements in the areas of energy efficiency or comfort, for

the supplier of the automation solution. To give some idea of the planning

example.

and cabling work, Johann Buresch from Schubert Elektroanalagen provides
a few numbers. “We laid a total of approximately 72,000 meters of cable.

Monitoring and operation are managed through 10 Beckhoff CP6700 touch

On top of that, there are around 10,000 meters of data cables, about 15,000

panels. The functions that have been incorporated in the building manage-

meters of cable for the stage technology, 214 automatic fire detectors and

ment system are diverse and range from HVAC control through intelligent

24 pushbutton alarms as well as 2,600 lineal meters of heating and plumb-

lighting control to multimedia integration and even stage technology. At

ing pipes.”

the controller level, the complete control and regulation technology was
implemented with time-saving function blocks that are included in the

Adaptable and user-friendly

TwinCAT software library. “The Beckhoff system offers the full functionality

“Right from the beginning, the system’s user-friendliness and flexibility

of a modern building management system from operation, visualization, con-

were all-important to us. We didn’t need to know what processes and

figuration, data recording and analysis, all the way into alert management,”

computer programs were running in the background. It is vital for us

says Gerald Weixlbaum, Head of Sales at ABM Systems.
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The Ferry Porsche
Congress Center team
with the award for the
“Best Conference Venue
2010”: (left to right)
Michael Bischof, Nicole
Heinze, Alexander Höller,
Elisabeth Hechenberger,
Roman Radmoser.

FPCC wins international competition
Winning the Europe’s Best Conference Centre award proves that the planning and implementation of the Ferry Porsche Congress Center (FPCC) was
completed with a world class finish. Each year the British trade magazine
“New European Economy” honors outstanding achievements and visionary

Further Information:

service providers in the business and financial world. In 2010 an indepen-

www.fpcc.at
www.abm-systems.com
www.beckhoff.at

dent expert jury named four finalists in each of five different categories for
the competition. Beating impressive rivals from Germany and Norway, the
winner of the award for “Best Conference Venue 2010” was the FPCC in
Zell am See.
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Ready for Smart Grid
PC-based Control: Modern energy management according to DIN EN ISO 50001

Energy costs are obviously becoming an increasingly important factor for companies. Intelligent Energy management systems
(EnMS) are required in order to increase energy efficiency and lower manufacturing costs. As such, as an example, the government of Germany intends to decide soon whether the reimbursement of tax on electricity and energy for the manufacturing
industries is to be coupled to the introduction of an EnMS.
The current DIN EN 16001:2009 will be withdrawn on April 4, 2012 in favor

This way the MES, ERP and building management systems can be connected to

of DIN EN ISO 50001. The basis of these standards is the PDCA cycle (Plan-

the field level along with the EnMS. TwinCAT automation software, also from

Do-Check-Act), which offers the framework for continual improvements of

Beckhoff, offers appropriate communication interfaces for this such as OPC.

processes or systems. It represents a dynamic model in which the results of

Data exchange over the Embedded PC as a gateway is also possible. This allows

a run-through form the starting point for the next. This structure enables the

consumption data from the building management system to be allocated to a

continuous re-evaluation and optimization of the current energy consumption

cost center in the ERP system. The EnMS will continue to develop in the future

and can lower costs step-by-step.

and will then also control customer site energy generation (combined heat and

The four steps of a PDCA cycle can be seen in the diagram (see page 51).

power, photovoltaic, peak load power station) and the tariff-dependent storage

The energy and process data, among other things, are acquired in the third part,

(heat accumulator via heat pump, ice accumulator) of energy. The EnMS will

“Check”, which checks and evaluates the measures with regard to their goal

become the control center enabling companies to enter the Smart Grid, the

effectiveness. Beckhoff offers a universal solution for this data acquisition: from

power grid of the future.

the Embedded PCs to special measuring terminals and communication terminals for the integration of M-Bus counters, as one example. In order to perform
benchmarking, the acquired energy data are related to the process data. In this

The factory and the building as Smart Grid power plants

way, comparative data such as energy consumption per production unit can be

Due to the ongoing energy revolution, the energy consumer is becoming the

formed. Like the energy data, the process data needed for this can be acquired

energy customer, an active market participant. This important change will lead

from the field via independent I/O systems and read by the ERP system via a

companies in the next few years to finding themselves becoming active par-

data connection. Using the Embedded PCs from Beckhoff, it is possible to si-

ticipants in a Smart Grid, the energy Internet, so to speak. The communication

multaneously implement a large number of data connections to a field station.

interfaces and the associated safety protocols are in part still at an early stage
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Plan
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Continuous improvement through
PDCA cycle

Do
Operational
implementation
ERP system

Check
Internal audits
Measurement
Data acquisition

Building
management

OPC DA
OPC UA-DA

M-Bus meter

of standardization. Due to the complexity and the international networking of
a Smart Grid, this standardization phase will take up quite some time to fully
develop. Foreseeable here, however, is the use of Embedded devices, which are
already successfully used in energy networks with standard protocols from the
energy sector, such as the IEC 61850 series of standards. Beckhoff controllers
are already “Smart Grid Ready” today thanks to the TwinCAT system and can be
adapted to the future requirements of an intelligent electricity market by using
the appropriate feature-laden software function blocks.

Power measurement terminals

Process data
acquisition

Building
technology

Machine
control
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Customized plant retrofit with PC-based control technology

Not just new, but better
than ever
Flexible working time patterns enabled productionfree periods to be considered when planning the retrofit. To achieve optimum implementation at OCTANT,
the obsolete plant components were dismantled over
the weekend. This increased important time reserves
for installation and commissioning.

In order to ensure the reliability of their screen printing line, OCTANT Siebdruck GmbH decided to initiate a retrofit. This had
three advantages over a new installation: securing long term production at the company’s Bielefeld, Germany site, protection of
the company’s own know-how and protecting the investments already made. The short amount of time available for the retrofit
was among the challenges faced: An engineering team from Beckhoff had only three weeks to help OCTANT convert the PLCcontrolled screen printing line, built in the age of parallel wiring, to modern, PC-based and EtherCAT-based control technology.

OCTANT Siebdruck GmbH, the family-run company based in Bielefeld, Germany,

OCTANT’s Managing Director Wolfram Meyer added that, “ The competitive

specializes in the UV-screen printing of plastic items. Printed panels for domestic

pressure in our industry and the need to secure our own know-how both played

devices are delivered “just-in-time” from a fully automatic screen printing line,

a role in the decision between retrofitting and a new installation. The method

directly to the customer’s ongoing production: the quantity ordered is delivered

we use is, we believe, unique to the whole world. We use UV flash drying in

at exactly the right time, sorted according to the assembly line and the manu-

our compact plant, while our competitors use a long tunnel to dry the ink. This

facturing order.

makes OCTANT much more flexible. We also benefit from very short reaction
times whenever changes are made.”

Customer know-how secured
In spite of preventive maintenance, the reliability of the PLC-controlled screen

Skilled engineering team provides the assist

printing line at OCTANT, installed in the 1990s, was continuing to fall. As con-

OCTANT looked for a partner for this retrofit who could handle everything from

troller spare parts were no longer available on the open market, the company

project planning through to production start-up, and decided in favor of the

decided to retrofit the plant control system, under one condition: The work had

Applications Engineering Department at Beckhoff Germany. As an independent

to be completed during the end-customers’ three-week company holiday. As

department employing about 150 staff, the team has profound expertise in this

Stefanie Neuhaus, Managing Partner at OCTANT, explained, “We work in three

sector, and offers complete solutions for almost any application, from machine

shifts to print assemblies on the screen printing line. We deliver the assemblies

construction to wind turbines. This expert team can provide support to Beckhoff

about 36 hours in advance, directly to the end-customer’s production facility.”

customer applications throughout every location. David Derksen, Project Coor-
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dinator at the Beckhoff Engineering Team, describes the special challenge of this

network variables. With the help of real-time Ethernet, not much programming

project: “This controller retrofit demanded particularly precise project planning

is needed to transmit button pushes in real-time.

and implementation if the specified time window of just three weeks was to
be satisfied. The customized complete solutions from our in-house development

Substantial refurbishment of the control equipment:

gave us important time reserves before the start of production, and these were

Not just new, but better than ever

needed for the integration of third-party systems.”

Thanks to the open automation equipment from Beckhoff, the retrofit has
brought the screen printing line up to 2011 technical standards: From the IPC,

Centralized, real-time control combines all functions

through the drive equipment and onto the I/O level, the components are per-

Originally, the operating panels at each of the four printing stations constituted

fectly matched to the existing plant. Only the control for the UV dryer and the

a self-contained control environment with dedicated I/O components. This pro-

sensor equipment used was not part of this substantial upgrade. David Derksen

prietary signal transmission arrangement was modernized: The control cabinet

is aware of other aspects of a retrofit: “It is more than just a matter of restor-

for the screen printing line, with a C6920 Industrial PC (IPC) and TwinCAT NC

ing functionality by utilizing the latest equipment. We have an opportunity to

PTP software, constitutes the central controller. A 15-inch CP6902 “Economy”

comprehensively optimize the plant and therefore to improve it and increase

Control Panel is fitted into the front for central, visual component tracking.

productivity significantly.” Plant operators were able to provide valuable influ-

The compact C6920 IPC needs only three RJ45 sockets in addition to the DVI

ence on the project as early as the concept phase because of an analysis of the

connector to connect to the peripheral equipment: One for an EtherCAT line,

production process that occurred over several days prior to the retrofit.

one for a remote servicing interface via Ethernet, and one for a switch that
distributes signals from the control computer to Ethernet operating panels on

Time window successfully met

the printing units.

A large proportion of the components were wired and tested at Beckhoff in
advance. The time that this made available was used for intensive, on-the-

In each printing unit, an EK1100 EtherCAT Coupler acts as a decentralized I/O

job-training, involving customer-specific optimizations when getting the plant

station, combining all the signals that were originally wired in parallel. Starting

started. Stefanie Neuhaus is convinced by the result: “The equipment is running

from the control cabinet, this EtherCAT line stretches out over the field level

much more steadily and smoothly. Not only is it easier to operate, but there has

to the servo controllers. The assemblies of the central chain drive and of the

also been a pleasant side-effect: The new drive equipment has markedly low-

individual printing units were replaced with AM3000 synchronous servomotors

ered the level of noise in the production department.” TwinCAT and the precise

and AX5000 EtherCAT Servo Drives, all from Beckhoff.

regulation of the EtherCAT Servo Drives enable the individual process steps to
be better matched to one another now. “During the supervised production start-

Decentralized operation: Stainless steel control panel

up, the plain text fault messages were made to be more precise, and the menu

Four CP6607 Ethernet Control Panels with 5.7-inch touch screens and customer-

control was adjusted so that the plant can now be operated more intuitively.

specific displays replaced the previous operating panels. The design of the

Because this has shortened operators’ reaction times, our productivity has risen

CP66xx series housing has a new, extra-smooth stainless steel front panel

and the amount of scrap has fallen,” summarizes Stefanie Neuhaus.

without edges or seams, making it ideal for use in the tough production environment of a screen printing plant. The panel design also avoids deposits of
liquid or moisture, simplifies cleaning, and prevents the formation of the kind
of persistent soiling that the inks and cleaning fluids used in a printing facility
can cause. The buttons and switches on the panel are programmed as TwinCAT

Further Information:
www.octant.de

The CP66xx series Ethernet Control Panel is
In screen printing, the ink is spread with a doctor blade through a fabric pattern on

made of stainless steel. The design is flush-fit-

to the component to be printed and is hardened by UV-light. OCTANT’s printing line

ting, with no seams, and is ideal for application

comprises a loading station, four printing units, and a removal unit.

in potentially dirty production environments.
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All in one: Integration of measurement and safety technology in the control system

Beckhoff stainless steel Control Panels
manage filling plant
Plants with machinery that fill and dispense liquid and paste-like substances for the pharmaceutical, cosmetics and food
industries must naturally meet the highest requirements for precision and throughput. VMS Maschinenbau GmbH, based
in Engelhofen, Germany, specializes in filling plants for the foodstuffs and chemical industries. This leading machine
manufacturer uses the PC- and EtherCAT-based control platform from Beckhoff as the control system throughout the
company’s production range.
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About 90% of the machines designed and built by VMS are used in the packag-

Measurement functions integrated in the control system

ing of dairy products, the other 10% being employed in the non-food sector.

In addition, some special metrology features are incorporated in the filling

“Our target markets are the food and chemical industries, and their require-

plants, such as the monitoring system for the container fill level, temperature

ments vary greatly. This has a corresponding impact on the machine equipment

measurements, and sensor monitoring of the cleaning process. On this point,

levels,” explains Roland Trittner, Managing Director of VMS Maschinenbau

Roland Trittner noted that “the sterilization is a very sensitive issue, since we

GmbH. The industry-specific requirements in the food sector include, among oth-

have to reach a temperature of 143 °C (289 °F) and then maintain it. To record

ers, the aseptic, often sterile, filling of the goods as well as the necessary clean-

the temperature during sterilization, we employ the high-precision Beckhoff

ing with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), a process that must be closely monitored.

EL3312 measuring terminal with 16-bit resolution.”

“In the chemical industry, however, it is not necessary to monitor the cleaning
process,” notes Roland Trittner.

“When using the Beckhoff TwinCAT NC PTP software for servo technology, it
was quite quick and straightforward to implement industry-specific functions,

Universal Beckhoff control platform with EtherCAT

such as lifting the container, moving the piston, sealing the plastic bottles with

“VMS uses the PC-based Beckhoff control platform and EtherCAT in its entire

aluminum foil or screwing on the sealing caps,” explains Frank Würthner. “The

portfolio of machines,” reports Frank Würthner, Branch Manager for Packaging

ability to use the comprehensive libraries and function modules in TwinCAT

Technology at Beckhoff. Thus, all I/O terminals and drive controllers are net-

made it much easier for us to succeed in the application. Another reason for us

worked via EtherCAT. This includes the safety technology, for which TwinSAFE

to choose the Beckhoff control and drive technology solution was the openness

I/O terminals are used. “The machines are usually controlled by a Beckhoff

of the system,” explains Markus Köger, Managing Director of VMS.

CP7702 stainless steel Panel PC with the Atom™ processor,” continues Roland
Trittner. The design of the panel features all-around IP 65 protection and the
gapless housing design complies with the strict hygiene requirements in the
packaging industry, and more particularly in the food industry. All the functions
and operating modes of the VMS machines, such as final position monitoring
or the monitoring of start-up from the base positions, are programmed in the
application software, which is based on TwinCAT NC PTP automation software

View of the container on the top of the

from Beckhoff.

polishing paste filling machine, together with
the sensors for fill-level and pressure

The discharge side of the RX1000/4
polishing paste filling machine
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(from l. to r.) Ulrich Vogel, Sales Engineer from

The polishing paste filling machine fills four

the Beckhoff branch office in Balingen; Roland

1kg containers simultaneously. The filling is

Trittner, Managing Director of VMS Maschinen-

done in a 12-second cycle.

bau GmbH; Frank Würthner, Branch Manager
for Packaging Technology, Beckhoff

Filling accuracy:

from Beckhoff. The plastic bottles are placed on the turntable, and from there

TwinCAT Motion Control software with camming functionality

they proceed automatically into the worm feeder. There, they are separated and

The first preference of VMS Maschinenbau in its filling plants is the piston filling

precisely positioned relative to the filling nozzles. In the next step, the filling

principle. In this process, the fill quantity is first sucked in by the piston and then,

bridge is lowered from above and the four parallel filling nozzles enter the plas-

due to the forward motion of the piston, it is filled through appropriately con-

tic bottles. During this process, the filling bridge is raised up again in proportion

nected nozzles. The stroke-dependent filling process is controlled using TwinCAT

to the fill level. When the filling operation is finished, the nozzles are blocked.

NC PTP, which also controls the filling bridge and the worm feeder. The filling

Finally, the containers that are filled with polishing paste are discharged by the

bridge can be lowered vertically.

worm, and the next four plastic bottles are fed in.

One of the machines that VMS has developed recently is the RX1000/4, a four-

Integrated safety solution

pump filling machine for car polish paste; this machine fills the paste mass into

VMS has also equipped its machines with safety features that are designed to

plastic bottles. As Roland Trittner explains, the car polish filling machine is also a

protect the operating personnel as well as to safeguard the technical process.

piston filler, but in addition the machine also uses a diaphragm. “We’re handling

Beckhoff TwinSAFE Terminals are used to connect safety switching devices such

an abrasive polishing agent here, which would result in increased levels of wear

as emergency stop buttons or door interlocks. In addition, the safety model is

in a typical piston filler.” The diaphragm results in a special filling system for the

stored in a safety control system. “This solution was attractive,” explains Frank

piston, as the filling process is accomplished completely without direct contact

Würthner, “because there was no ‘legacy burden’ with VMS. This meant that by

from machine parts.

using TwinSAFE, we could incorporate the safety model into the total control
solution straight away. It is a stand-alone safety control system that exists in

The RX1000/4 fills four 1-kg containers at the same time. The filling process op-

parallel with TwinCAT. The safety model is virtually the same for all machines,

erates at five cycles per minute. The entire process, from feeding in the container

which also facilitates excellent design continuity.”

to discharging after the filling process, is controlled by AM3052 servomotors

Further Information:
www.vms-maschinenbau.de
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Review
SPS/IPC/DRIVES 2011

The SPS/IPC/DRIVES 2011 ended with a successful balance: the trade fair for the

on the new CX2000 Embedded PC series, the AM8000 servomotor series

automation sector set an attendance record once again with over 56,000 trade

with one-cable solution and the new Panel generation with multi-touch capa-

visitors. There were also a record number of exhibitors, with 1429 participants.

bility.

With its international team of employees, Beckhoff welcomed its customers

The trade show presentation in Hall 7 was accompanied by a program of

and visitors to the automation meeting place and presented its complete range

lectures on current technology topics. Beckhoff was additionally represented

of products. A large number of new items were shown for the first time on

at several Booths at the SPS 2011: Apart from the main Booth, Beckhoff was

an area of over 1000 m². One of the highlights of the trade show appear-

also to be found at the Booths of technology organizations and associations.

ance was the release of TwinCAT 3, the latest generation of the software for

For example, Microsoft and Beckhoff exhibited a modern control solution with

PC-based control technology. Apart from that, attention was also focused

continuous system communication – from the sensor into the Cloud.

Impressions:
www.beckhoff.com/sps
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Further Information:
www.ethercat.org
ETG Office Korea manager Key Yoo shows the Confirmation from the Korean
Ministry of Knowledge Economy that EtherCAT is accepted as Korean Industry
Standard.

ETG standardizes plant-wide
Safety Architecture for heterogeneous control systems

EtherCAT now a
Korean National Standard

The EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG) is standardizing an open safety profile for

The South Korean Ministry of Knowledge Economy (MKE) has announced

safety-related data exchange between machine parts within heterogeneous safety

that EtherCAT was accepted as a Korean Industrial Standard (KS) by the

architectures. The profile considers that potentially different bus systems with their

Korean Agency for Technology and Standards. This marks the successful

own native safety protocols are used within the machine parts. The plant-wide

completion of a two year effort driven by the Korean ETG office. Office

safety related data exchange is carried out by gateway functionality within the ma-

manager Key Yoo led this vital initiative and also translated most of the

chine parts, where the process data is standardized by the safety profile to simplify

500 page EtherCAT specification.

configuration and diagnostics.
“We are glad that EtherCAT now has been promoted to a Korean National
“We in the EtherCAT Technology Group think the effort to replace the native safety

Standard. This is a major achievement for the local ETG team- particularly

protocols of well-established bus systems by a generic bus-independent safety pro-

for Key Yoo. He has gone above and beyond and devoted a considerable

tocol is not feasible. Its certification would be quite complex because conformance

amount of his own time to accomplish this, which speaks volumes about

verifications and tools of multiple non-cooperating organizations would be required;

his passion for the technology and its acceptance in Korea,” says Martin

additionally, the costs for each safety device would be quite high, because more

Rostan, Executive Director of the EtherCAT Technology Group. “Besides

than one safety protocol would need to be supported. That is the reason why we do

being a Korean Standard, having the EtherCAT specification in Korean will

not position Safety over EtherCAT (FSoE) as a generic protocol – even if this protocol

further boost the acceptance of the technology in this important manufac-

is technically well-suited for this purpose because of its lean specification.” explains

turing and engineering country.”

Dr. Guido Beckmann, chairman of the ETG Technical Working Group, Safety. Instead,
the ETG specifies a Safety Application Profile – thus upon the safety communica-

Key Yoo, Manager of the ETG Office Korea, adds, “EtherCAT is no longer

tion channel – to define the content of the interfaces between the components of

only a system bus of the largest Korean controls suppliers, but has made an

a production line. This permits the usage of pre-defined function blocks within the

inroad in the many important industries in our country, such as semicon-

safety logic to include pre- and post-located machine parts or a plant-wide activa-

ductor and flat panel manufacturing, ship building, and robotics. Now that

tion of Emergency Stop functions.

EtherCAT is a national standard, this makes it even easier for other Korean
vendors and users to adopt the technology.”

Taking into consideration the fact that different native safety protocols are used
within machine components, the plant-wide data exchange of machine-to-machine
communication uses gateway functions. “In contrast to a generic safety protocol”
adds Dr. Guido Beckmann “only one device within the machine needs to know the
foreign language (additional protocol) and not all devices are forced to ‘bilingualism.’ This saves considerable costs and increases flexibility.”
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Daniel R. Judd of Arlington Laboratory is the new chairman of the
ETG Semiconductor Technical Working Group (TWG).

Semiconductor industry “Goes
EtherCAT” by backing ETG Semiconductor Working Group

ETG 59

Beckhoff makes matching slave protocol stack
available for download

Texas Instruments releases
EtherCAT microprocessor

Supported by the market-leading semiconductor equipment vendors, the EtherCAT

Announced in April 2011, now available: the Sitara™ microprocessor from

Technology Group (ETG) has launched the Semi Technical Working Group (TWG)

Texas Instruments (TI) with EtherCAT slave interface. The first and so far

in Silicon Valley. The 2-day kick-off meeting was attended by 96 influential semi-

only standard processor series with hardware-integrated, real-time Ethernet

conductor industry experts. The goal of the EtherCAT Semi TWG is to standardize

has become a reality. Beckhoff has developed a matching EtherCAT slave

EtherCAT usage in manufacturing equipment for chips, displays and solar panels.

protocol and is offering it for download free of charge.

Representatives from Applied Materials, Aixtron, Lam Research and Brooks Automa-

“The announcement of the Texas Instruments Sitara-range with integrated

tion explained at the meeting why they selected EtherCAT and what results they

EtherCAT interface had already given our technology a further boost. Now

expect to achieve from the TWG. They also assured support for the 14 different

that the first of these chips are available to the market, significant new

task groups that were established, which will elaborate on device profiles for

opportunities for EtherCAT will arise – both inside and outside the conven-

semiconductor-industry specific devices such as mass flow controllers, RF generators

tional automation industry,” said Martin Rostan, Chairman of the EtherCAT

and vacuum gauges. Furthermore, a task group defines common implementation

Technology Group (ETG). Matthias Poppel, Director Embedded Processing

requirements such as exception handling or labeling.

EMEA at TI, said: “I am pleased that Beckhoff Automation released the
slave protocol stack at the same time, so that this reference implementation

The TWG also nominated a chairman, Daniel R. Judd from Arlington Laboratory, a

supports our integrated EtherCAT slave controller on the Sitara AM335x

well-known semiconductor industry expert in communication technology and stan-

from the outset. The stack from Beckhoff, the inventor of EtherCAT, ensures

dards. Daniel R. Judd had already chaired the ODVA Semi SIG, which in the nineties

compatibility.”

had successfully introduced the previous de-facto standard for the industry. “The
new fieldbus standard for the semiconductor industry is EtherCAT – the establish-

The Slave Stack Code (SSC) from Beckhoff is the most widely used protocol

ment of the ETG Semi Technical Working Group adds even more evidence to sup-

stack for the implementation of EtherCAT slave devices and is therefore

port this,” said Martin Rostan, ETG Executive Director. “We consider this a major

regarded as the unofficial reference. The C code not only includes the

achievement for EtherCAT, because in large segments of North America and Asia,

software components of the EtherCAT slave interface, but also application

the semiconductor industry has clear technology leadership and other industries

examples for drives and input/output modules as well as a tool for adapting

follow accordingly.”

the functionality. The SSC was launched in 2004 and has since been continuously maintained and extended. Now it has been modularized, so that
it is independent of the EtherCAT slave controller being used and can be
implemented on the new TI processor without problem. In the past the SSC
was supplied with the slave implementation kits from Beckhoff. Now that

Dmitry Dzilno of Applied Materials explains his company’s decision to utilize EtherCAT

the Sitara product range with EtherCAT interface is available, ETG members

at the newly formed ETG Semiconductor Technical Working Group.

can download it free of charge.
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Trade shows 2012
Europe
Germany
Hannover Messe
April 23 - 27, 2012, Hanover
Hall 9, Booth F06
www.hannovermesse.de

Husum WindEnergy
September 18 - 22, 2012, Husum
Hall 8, Booth 8B31
www.husumwindenergy.de

EU PVSEC
September 24 - 28, 2012, Frankfurt
www.photovoltaic-exhibition.com

Drupa
May 03 - 16, 2012, Dusseldorf
Hall 3, Booth F53
www.drupa.de

IFAT
May 07 - 11, 2012, Munich
Hall A1, Booth 319
www.ifat.de

Sensor+Test
May 22 - 24, 2012, Nuremberg
Hall 11, Booth 127
www.sensor-test.de

Automatica
May 22 - 25, 2012, Munich
Hall B1, Booth 308
www.automatica-munich.com

Achema
June 18 - 22, 2012, Frankfurt
Hall 11.1, A15

FachPack
September 25 - 27, 2012, Nuremberg

Motek
October 08 - 11, 2012, Stuttgart
www.motek-messe.de

www.sicherheitundautomation.de

www.automation-engineering.be

www.hitechbuilding.ru

ECL
September 20 - 21, 2012, Brussels
Hall 9, Booth D000
www.easyfairs.com

Spain
Hispack
May 15 - 18, 2012, Barcelona
www.hispack.com

Denmark
Automatik
September 11 - 13, 2012, Brøndby

BIEHM
May 28 - June 02, 2012, Bilbao
www.biehm.com

www.automatik12.dk

www.euroblech.de

Emballage
November 19 - 22, 2012, Paris

Elmia Motek
May 08 - 11, 2012, Jönköping
Hall D, Booth D03:50

www.emballageweb.com

www.elmia.se/automation

FMB
November 07 - 09, 2012, Bad Salzuflen
Hall 20, Booth E10
www.forum-maschinenbau.com

SPS/IPC/DRIVES
27. – 29. November 2012, Nuremberg
Hall 7, Booth 406
www.mesago.de/sps

Vienna-Tec
October 09 - 12, 2012, Vienna
www.vienna-tec.at

Sicherheit + Automation
September 18, 2012, Stuttgart

HI-Tech Building
October 30 - November 01, 2012, Moscow
Hall 1, Booth 1-200

EuroBLECH
October 23 - 27, 2012, Hanover
Hall 27, Booth C41

Austria

www.hamburg-messe.de/smm

Russia

Automation & Engineering
May 09 - 10, 2012, Brussels
Hall 1, Booth D1021

www.fachpack.de

www.achema.de

SMM
September 04 - 07, 2012, Hamburg

Belgium

Sweden
France

Italy
Technodomus
April 20 - 24, 2012, Rimini
www.technodomus.it

SPS/IPC/DRIVES Italia
May 22 - 24, 2012, Parma
Hall 2, Booth C014

Trä & Teknik
August 22 - 24, 2012, Göteborg
Hall B, Booth B03:20
www.svenskamassan.se/sites/tra-teknik

Scanautomatic
October 09 - 11, 2012, Göteborg
Hall B, Booth B03:22
www.scanautomatic.se

www.sps-italia.net

Switzerland
Norway
Eliaden
June 04 - 07, 2012, Oslo
Hall C5
www.eliaden.no

Siams
May 08 - 11, 2012, Moutier
www.siams.ch

Sindex
September 04 - 06, 2012, Bern
www.sindex.ch
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At Semicon Korea trade show in Seoul, South
Korea, Beckhoff will present automation solutions for the semiconductor industry together
with its partner, Tri-TEK Corp.

Asia
China
CWEE
April 26 - 28, 2012, Shanghai
Hall E7, Booth 7T024
www.cwee.com.cn

SNEC
May 16 - 18, 2012, Shanghai
Hall E4, Booth 290
www.snec.org.cn

China Wind Power
October 16 - 18, 2012, Beijing

Industrial Automation Show
November 06 - 10, 2012, Shanghai
www.industrial-automation-show.com

India
International FoodTec India
September 11 - 13, 2012, Shanghai
Hall 1
www.foodtecindia.com

www.beijing-essen-welding.com

Israel

Electrical Building Technology
June 09 - 12, 2012, Guangzhou
Hall 6.1, Booth A26

RAX
June 26 - 28, 2012, Tel Aviv
Hall 1, Booth 319

www.alighting.cn

www.stier.co.il

ITMA ASIA + CITME
June 12 - 16, 2012, Shanghai
Hall E6

Qatar
Project Qatar
April 30 - May 03, 2012, Doha
www.projectqatar.com

www.fa-pa.com.cn

Malaysia

Ciros
July 03 - 06, 2012, Shanghai

Automex
May 15 - 19, 2012, Kuala Lumpur
Hall 5, Booth 5210

China Brew & Beverage
September 19 - 22, 2012, Beijing

Brazil

ATX South
May 02 - 03, 2012, Charlotte
Hall A-B, Booth 1233

FEEAI
April 17 - 20, 2012, Joinville

www.canontradeshows.com

Fispal Tecnologia
June 12 - 15, 2012, São Paulo

ATX East
May 22 - 24, 2012, Philadelphia
Hall B, Booth 2613
www.canontradeshows.com

Windpower Expo
June 03 - 06, 2012, Atlanta
Hall B, Booth 5901

www.eurofeiras.com.br

www.fispaltecnologia.com.br

Brazil Automation ISA
November 16 - 08, 2012, São Paulo
www.brazilautomation.com.br

www.windpowerexpo.org

IA Beijing
June 20 - 22, 2012, Beijing

www.ciros.com.cn

South America

USA

www.chinawind.org.cn

Beijing Essen Welding & Cutting
June 04 - 07, 2012, Beijing

www.citme.com.cn

North America

Intersolar North America
June 10 - 12, 2012, San Francisco
www.intersolar.us

Industrial Automation North
September 10 - 15, 2012, Chicago
Hall D, Booth 4271
www.hfusa.com/iana

Pack Expo
October 28 - 31, 2012, Chicago
Hall Nord, Booth 4715
www.packexpo.com/pei2012

www.tradelink.com.my/automex

www.chinabrew-beverage.com

For additional information on our worldwide
subsidiaries’ and partner companies’ trade
show schedules please check:
www.beckhoff.com/trade_shows

www.beckhoff.com

www.pc-control.net

